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A Recent Burglary

The Kiwanis Club

Sugar and Other Graceries Is Warmly Complimented By
Licit-Governor—Burgess
Stolen From the Park
Installed
Street Market
Tlie management of Perry's Park
treet Market reported to Rockland
Police during the week of Dec. 15,
that the back storeroom of the eshad been burglarized
•tablishment
(
end a considerable quantity of
bagged sugar and other groceries
taken sometime during the night.

According to accountant Augus
the burglars gained
entrance by breaking the glass in
the back room receiving door and
reaching through to open 'he
tus E. Hunt,

door.

A complete check of Just exactly
uliat had been stolen, other than
the sugar, is impossible at this
time, according to Mr. Hunt.
To liave moved the quamity of
goods which is known to be miss
ing, the thieves must have used
more than one passenger car or a
light truck in their work which

MASONIC DANCE
Rockland Masonic Temple
*

THURSDAY, JAN. 2
8.30 P. M.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday December 31, 1946

By The Courier-Gazette, 463 Main St.

LEADS MAINE FISH PORTS

All Mumhm and friends cordially
invited

Do Not Bring Sandwiches

A grand total of more than 36,- opened with the alewive run in the
000.000 pounds of fish came up over Spring and later started operation
the docksides of the various Rock- in its new plant which is next
South of that of General Seai land fish process.plants in the
' foods, packing sea herring and
12 months closing today, placing
mackerel.
the city solidly as the leading fish
The expanded facilities of Rockport of the State and h gh in the
Ian Packing Company and North
list of those in New England.
Lubec Manufacturing and Canning
The opening of the General Sea
Company accounted for a 1 on’s
foods filleting plant in the old Wil
share of the year’s total in their
liam Underwood property on Tillson
' sardine packs. Both plants started
avenue last April added gieatlv to j early in the season and closed only
the toral landings for the year. The
Green Island Packing Co., owned a few weeks ago after successful
seasons
by Edwin and Clayton Witham,
F J. O'Hara & Sons Inc., added
to
its plant by the building of ad
stated, will have two High School
ditional
cold storage and freezer
students as its guests each week.
Stuart C. Burgess, now president of
space
on
their property and only
The other new officers of Kiwan
the Kiwanis Club
last
week
hatt
their property on the
is Club are: Vice president, Robert
south
side
of
Tillson
avenue, which
At the meeting of the Kiwanis M. Allen and Wesley N. Wasgatt;
had been leased for the duration to
Club last night, Stuart C Burgess secretary - treasurer, Arthur F. the government, returned to them
took over the presidential reins Lamb; and directors, Almon Young, by tlie Coast Guard. This will give
Fred C. Black, Owen Johnson,
which have been ably held the
| added sheltered wharf space for I He
Carl Stilphen, Walter Barstow and
fishing fleet.
past year by Lawrence Miller David Hodgkins.
The draggers Flo and David A.,
Burgess was installed by Lieut.
were added to the fleet fishing for
Gov. Howard Huston of Btewer.
O’Hara. The Flo. built by Axel
who, in the course of the proceed
and Sulo Gronros, is owned by
NEW YEARS EVE
ings, paid due tribute to the accom
Captains Charles Carver and Wal
plishments of the live Rockland
ter Ross and captained by the latter.
Club Tiie Club, President Burgess
Tlie David A. is owned and cap
tained by Carl Reed of Owl’s Head
TUES. 11.30P. M.
would indicate that several persons
and was built by Morse Boatbuild
were implicated in the theft.
ing Co., of Thomaston
Police are investigating the case.
The 40 Fathom, a converted
*
I’WWCSK /w
shrimp fisherman from the Gulf
coast, was assigned Oy General
Seafoods to their Rockland opera
tions. Several boats from the is
lands sold their catches at the lo
cal plants and boats from Glouces
ter made port on occasion.
In a speech made to those at
tending the launching of the
shrimp boats Milford and Green
port at General Seafoods Shipyard
Division in July, President Law
rence Alphen, stated that Rockland
would take third position in the
(Continued on Page Three)
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS
THE

FELICIA DODGE
TAILOR SHOP
Repairing, Alterations

CARTOON

Please Buy Early

TEL. 892

ROCKLAND

throughout.
About that time, the watch nt
the Coast Guard base saw the
flames and also notified the fire
department.
A 10-wheel truck of the Rowling
firm was ’ >mpletely destroyed, ac
counting for $4200 of the total loss.
The Pontiac car was valued at $400,
the remainder of the $7000 being
chargeable to the building and dam
age to a large stock of automotive
supplies used on the firm s trucks
and heavy truck repair equipment.
The garage is located at the rear
of the old Syndicate store, which
houses the offices of the firm, and
faces Cedar street.

An Odd Accident

Notable Occasion

Mr. and Mrs. Lavender cf Captain and Mrs. David L.
Thomaston Injured When
Haskell Celebrated Their
55th Anniversary
Cars Crashed
When Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Lavender of Thomaston were riding
to Rockland Friday night, a car
100 feet ahead of them stopped
with the suddenness of a marriage
proposal.
So sudden that Mr. 'Lavender
was momentarily unaware of it,
and his wife’s startled outcry was
not in season to avert a crash
against
the Oldsmcbile sedan
which was later found to have sus
tained about $300 damage.
Mrs. Lavender was thrown half
way through the windshield suf
fering a cut under her chin which
required three stitches at Knox
Hospital, abrasions on her left
cheek, and a sore left shoulder
blade.
‘ My mouth must have been open,”
declared Mr. Lavender, “for when I
snapped against the steering wheel
one of my teeth bit completely
through, my upper lip.”
Both cars carried insurance, and
Mr Lavender still carries iodine.

Alice M. Spear, widow of Seth B.
Spear, and mother of S. Nilo Spear,
died at the Lucette Nursing home,
where she had been a patient for
the past year. Services at the Bur
pee Funeral Home Wednesday at
2 p. m

Capt. David ,L. Haskell was never
a man to do things by halves which
probably accounts for the fact that
when he recently celebrated his
65th wedding anniversary, with
Mrs. Haskell, the date would fall
on Dec. 25 and his foresight is
further apparent in the fact that
back in 1891 he had chosen him
self a wife with the good sense to
have her birthday also come at
Christmas.
The result of this triple celebra
tion has been very busy times at
the comfortable Haskell homestead
at Ingraham's Hill with a succes

sion of congratulatory messages,
calls from
a constant stream of
I
well wishers and the frequent ar
rivals of friends bearing gifts.
A fine turkey dinner was in order
at the home of their son Erwin of
Rockland Highlands. All the vege
tables were of Erwin’s own raising
and the dinner was proof of the
widely known culinary skill of the
younger Mrs. Haskell.
On arrival back home Captain
and Mrs. Haskell were nearly
foundered by the array of boxes
and baskets from nephews, nieces,
and friends which awaited them,
including a very special surprise
from the friendly Candages of the

City Apparatus Gave Fine
Exhibition Of Art Sunday

NEW YEARS PARTY
ROLLER SKATING

MASONIC CLUB

OCEAN VIEW, TONIGHT 8 TO 1

WILL HOLD ITS

ADM. 00c TAX INCL.

the results of efficient municipal
management and the use of proper
equipment in ti.® removal of the
snow from the heavy storm of Fri
day night and Saturday.
Street plowing was completed all
over the city by 3 p. m., Sunday;
this being accomplished with one
new plow missing from the lineup
as a local garage had not com
pleted attaching the plow by the
time the storm hit^ The new type
plows which cuts down to the sur
face of the highway, had been at
tached to the older units of the
city fleet as fast as they arrived
the past few weeks and were used ,
(By The Roving Reporter)
to good advantage.
The overhead, tractor driven,
snow shovel attracted the most at
The principal hcl days for the
tention, this being the first occa coming year will occur on the fol
sion the street department had had lowing days and dates: St. Patrick’s
to use it to fuU advantage. While Day. Monday; Patriots’ Da\ Satur
the unit has been used all Summer day; Memorial Day, Fr day; Inde
to load gravel trucks and for var pendence Day, Fr day; Labor Day,
ious jobs with the department, it Sept. 1; Armistic< Day, Tuesday;
is equipped with a one yard snow Thanksgiving Day. Nov. 27; Christ
bucket. The bucket is towered to mas Day, Thursday.
—o—
the street and driven ahead, gather
The
year
1947
is going to be very
ing snow, as the tractor backs up.
,
stingy
in
the
matter
of eclipses.
When filled, it is swung directly
!
May
20
there
will
be
a
total
eclipse
overhead and dumps into a truck
waiting at the front of the tractor. of the sun. invisible in the United
Nine trucks were employed in I States; June 3, a partial eclipse of
the snow removal on Main street, the moon, invisible in the United
States; and Nov. 12 an annular
five of two-yard capacity and four
eclipse of the moon visible as a par
with four-yard capacity. An ave
tial eclipse in the United States.
rage of 20 trips per hour were made
Now isn’t that sumpin'?
from 7.30 a. m., until 8 p. m., with
the crews taking an hour for lunch
Never an old year ends without
and another for supper. Director
a word of greeting frotn some mem
of Public Works Jack Cates esti
ber of 'Guardians of Our Coast.’’
mates that the shovel and trucks
New Year wishes have been re
moved a total of more than 600 cu ceived from Mr. and Mrs. Elson
bic yards of snow from the street. Small who are now located at
Sunday, all snow was removed from
Portsmouth Harbor Light Station
the east side of Main street and i in iNew Castle, N. H. The Smalls
about half the length of the busi
were formerly on St. Croix River
ness district on the west side. This 1 Light Station.
work was completed yesterday and
_
a start made on side streets.
During the storm, no roads
Better than one-third of the ploughed, etc., Crescent Beach resi
sidewalks were plowed w.th the dents had a messenger service be
two Case plows Sunday, the re tween several cottages, in Smutty,
mainder being taken care of Mon I the dog owned by the Albert R.
day and today.
Haveners.
Harris Baking Co , staff. Oppor
tunity Class of the First Baptist
Church and other groups did not
forget this grand couple on their
big day, truly a happy event.

Heating
AND

ANNUAL MEETING

Oil
Burner Work
•4

JAN. 1,1947

Call 220-MK or 286MK

AT 7.(HI P. M.

H. B. Savage, E. J. Quint

DANCING
Youn For

ROCKLAND, MAINE

105’lt

NEW YEARS NIGHT, JANUARY 1

Solid Comfort

It. F. Goodrich ’Super*

Deluxe Heater
O Da/ivart 224 cw ft
h»at»d cur o.r nunutn

24.50

• Heats tour ways q vtcfcfy
• Often Motor

Term*

DtfTOltW

0 you with

4.25

Keep vour car warm this winter, install this extra large
Super Deluxe B. t. Goodrich not water heater. Directs
plenty ol heat to all lour important points—driver’s feet,
front passengers teet, throughout car. and to defroster.

ROCKIAND
COMMUNITY
BUILDING
MAIN BOUT—8 ROUNDS

BOXING

SAT., JAN. 4
AT 8.30 P. M.

HERMIE FREEMAN vs. AL MICHAUD

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
GORDON HOWE and His ORCHESTRA

?

BEANO! BEANO!

Dancing 9.00 to 1.00—Adm. 70c tax incl.
BENEFIT OF LEGION BUILDING FUND

TEMPLE HALL

STATE WELTER CHAMP
LISBON, ME.
AND OTHER GOOD BOUTS
Tickets on sale at Goodnow’s Drug Store, Cor. Main and Park Sts.
Tel. 446
Adm. $1.20, $1.50, $1.80 and $2.20 tax inel.
Children under 12 vears not admitted without escorts
106’lt

Extra Special Prizes

$50 in Merchandise Checks
PLUS REGULAR PRIZES

BASKETBALL

SAT. NIGHT, JAN. 4
AT 8 O’CLOCK

FRIDAY, JANUARY 3

106-1

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

B.F.Goodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER

ROCKLAND

LINCOLN ACADEMY

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read sothfl
poetry and listen to some music ai
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness —Charlet
Darwin.
IN SUMMATION
Life, as I see it
Is a vast pageant.
Each day a scene
Which develops the whole
Drama's full unity
Till, at the end, we sea
Hew each hath fitted
Himself to his role.
All things considered,
I have lived nobly
In spite of work
And sorrow and strife;
God hath sustained me
In overcoming
All things, and now
I know the fullness of life.
—By Ernst Ballantyne.

BOYS AND GIRLS

Wood’s Bus Line

D & B

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL GYM
Games Called 7.30 P. M.—Adm. 50c tax incl.

Will Discontinue the Trips

Genera! Trucking

to Friendship

WILL GO

ON

LOCAL and LONG DISTANCES

TEL. 1135-W

Tuesday and Saturday

min 11 in i ii 11111

Edward B, MacAllister, a local
attorney, observed his 82d birthday
yesterday, and it found him in the
full enjoyment of health, and a de
sire for the customary ’three
squares. ’ Mr. MacAllister is the
oldest member of the Knox Bar in
‘ years and service, having been ad
mitted 54 years ago. He is a na
tive of South Berwick, but has
never laid eyes on that town.
—o During his childhood in Rock
land attorney was taken to Phila
delphia. where members of the
family visited Independence Hall.
A very aged man lifted him atop of
the famous Independence bell, with
the remark: “Wnen you grow up
you can tell folks that you were
placed there by a soldier of the
American Revolution.’ The veteran
was 100 years old.

vs.

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST.,

The Black Cat

Roekland citizens had an oppor
tunity over the week-end to view

A New Years party and dance
will be held at the Elks’ Club to
night, and each Elk may invite one
couple besides his lady. Favors;
buffet lunch; dress optional.

ROCKLAND

All Scats 65c tax Inn.

Tickets Now On Sale

Fire, which may have started
around electric wiring, damaged
the Rowling Garage on Cedar street,
destroyed a 10-wheel truck and a
1936 Pontiac car to the extent of
$7000 about 6 o’clock Friday night,
according to Charles Rowling who
operates the establishment for the
estate of Philip (Rowling.
Mr. Rowling stated that he was on
his way from his house next door
to the garage at 6 o'clock when he
saw a ball of flame on the ceiling
of the ground floor.
Hurrying to the fire alarm box
on the corner, he sounded the
alarm. Upon returning, he found
the building a mass of flames

407 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
OVER WOTTON’S STORE
105‘lt

if

JUST RECEIVED Limited Number. Place Your
Order At Once.

Snow Handling

WAS AN EXPENSIVE FIRE

More Than 36,000,060 Pounds Landed At Spread Rapidly In Rowling Garage, Cedar
Street, Loss $7000
Rockland Plants This Year

MIDNIGHT SHOW

POVERTY DANCE

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 105

FIVE CENTS A COPY

TO CLOSE AT 6 P. M.

*

<

Effective Jan. 1, 1947

104-105

Tel. 375-22
R. MACUSKI, Prop.
104*106

Beginning January 1, Stanley’s Garage will close

NATIVE EGGS WANTED

each night at 6 P. M, for the Winter

SWIFT & CO.

STANLEY’S GARAGE

*

TEL. ROCKLAND 673

245 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES
77-tf

£1 Jewelers

Maine’s Finer Store
for Diamonds,
Watches and Silver
Fnr Over Fifty Years
Budget Terms Arranged

105-1

9!-T&F-tf

Tuesday-FrlBFv

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Sdltor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FUTjLER

Book Review

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press

ors and this contact led Mr. Day
to visit Hollywood where he spent

.

pan win oe lormai, ann since the
capacity of the Alumni Gymnasium
is limited, there will be a restricted
number of tickets available.
Members of the faculty and administrative staff will hold a semi,
formal dance at the home of

University Of Maine

The Rotary Club

News Of the Big College 4t
Orono and Its Annex
At Brunswick

Maurice Day of Damari- I most of six years working on ani- “The Country Storekeeper
scotta Has Clever Fingers— mated cartoons.
Tells How Authorship Be
He had taken with him on his
His Holiday Display
gins At Seventy
, trip 100 pictures he had made in

TALK OF THE

was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Not one, but many smiles fcr the ' Classes at the University of and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck xe,
Miniature scenes, whittled and Ma ne with his little 3\4 by
Subscriptions $4.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents. painted by Maurice Day, prominent camera. Disney selected 75 to be day were given to Rotarians by the Maine will be resumed on Thurs- Years night.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
used in the scenery of 'Bambi.”
The International Relations Club

K S. F.
“A Treasury of Stephen Foster.”

{EDITORIAL]

{Foreword by Deems Taylor. This
is a Random House Book, New
York.

And such a (beautiful and soulthrilling book, with delightful illus
trations for every song by William
Bharp, and historical notes by John
Tasker Howard, arranged for the

piano by Ray Lev ahd Dorothy Ber
liner Commins.
!Few there are in this country of
musical appreciation, who do not
love the songs by Stephen Foster.
He lives Ln our hearts with them
The excellent tribute to Foster by
Deems Taylor, gives to music lov
ers a biographical insight into the
times and his life, with notes by
John Tasker Howard so clearly pic
tured.

All who have had anything to
do witli the makeup of this (beau

tiful book should take great pride
in Its highly successful accomplish
ment.
I would like to give a list of the
well remembered songs of this
book. All of Foster's best are
found, with a fine picture of Ste
phen Foster as an eye-opener. All
the songs are with the music; but
space forbids the full review this
highly artistic and valuable book
deserves—a really historical addi
tion to the music libraries of
America.

—Kathleen 6. Fuller.
“Airplane Model Building.” By
Gene Johnson. Cornell Maritime
Press, New York.
This excellent, publication has
more than 82 pages with illustra
tions. and there is a mapped out
model surprising in its clearness,
of help; to the beginner as a guide
to America’s greatest hobby.
■Directions are written clearly, as
arc the plans for your model planes.
Boys will be thrilled to construct
these. Most of materials can be i

found in the 10-cent stores.

Questions are clearly answered if
one wishes to learn this hobby.
And what live active American 'boy
would not be delighted with this
really fine beck, good enough to in
terest fathers.
One simply takes this book and
supplies himself with a few tools—
explained in the book—and go at,
it witli every detail explained. Al
most every tool needed can be
found in any well equipped heme
and Daddy will enjoy the work
with his son in this delightful
hobby.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
Know the location of the near
est fire alarm box and the correct
way to call the local fire depart
ment.
*

SliAMbtW Mil
or THE PENOBSCOT

SNOW-LOADER DIO THE TRICK
Rockland citizens who house-in on the Sabbath may have
been a bit surprised yesterday morning when they came down
town and saw that Main street r.ad been completely denuded
of the big snowdrifts which were left by Friday night's .-term.
Not so, however, were those who watched with fascinated
interest the speedy and effective work cf the new snow-leader
Sunday. With the aid of four shoveler- and eight trucks, the
leader did away with the drifts in record time, a single
minute being required to load a truck, and mother was ln
waiting when it sped away to the dump. Under ordinary
circumstances 50 shovelers would have been employed and the
work would have occupied at least two days. Th!s is but one
of the few fine examples with which the new’ regime hopes to
impress and convince the taxpayers.

REPUBLICANS WATCH YOUR STEP!
Well the Republican candidates arc beginning tn line up
for the presidential campaign in 1948. Thus far Harold E.
Stassen, former Governor of Minnesota, and U. S. Naval Vet
eran, is the only one to ccme out in the coen with a formal
announcement of his candidacy. Commenting on his an
nouncement The Courier-Gazette says that according to his
formal statement his main interest will b° to develop i ew labor
legislation based on voluntary methods to prevent strikes, but
seeking to break up monopolies and dictatorships in unions.
The Courier-Gazette adds: “Wc don't knew how far this man
Stassen will get with his aspirations but we admire his frankness, his courage and his henesty. He's a man the people could
afford to elect—« man who has served well his state and his
country.’’ Taft says he has no immediate intentions of enter
ing the field and Vandenberg says “he does r.ot choose tc run."
Gcv. Dewey isn’t doing much talking but he is a man w :iom it
would pay to watch. He garnered a lot r.f votes in the ’ast
presidential election and running against an “ordinary”
candidate and under usual circumstances he might have won
despite the fact that his campaign did not appeal to tbe sea
soned politicians. Republicans have the chance of a lifetime
but they will have to have a strong candidate to present to
the people if they expect to win. Just the name “Republican”
won’t do it. —Bridgton News.
We agree with Editor Shorey, but it is difficult to see how
the party could select a weak candidate if it makes its choice
among the candidates named in the Gallup P ill. Hut we do
believe that the party must watch its step carefully during the
coming session of Congress for therein be many lidden
dangers, and some w’hich are so self-evident that they should
be nipped in the bud. High-handed, steam-roller methods
will not accomplish the desired results. Common sense and
co-operation must find their places in the Congressional
agenda.

“KEEP OUT OF THE DITCH”
The lesson of the Republican party's exile and return to
power is that the country is for neither the extreme right nor
left, but for the middle of the road. Thus writes James Mor
gan, one of the country's ablest political authorities, writing for
the Boston Sunday Globe. Editor Morgan says:
A major cause of the New Deal Democrats losing the
recent election was the suspicion that they were straying so far
from the middle of the road as to attract hitch-hiking fellow
travelers busy with their silly plots fCT ditching the American
form of government and society. Leaders of union labor admit
tlrat their movement is falling unde>- the same suspicion. Tn
charting the course of the new Congress, Republican leaders
need to understand that their party lost its 70-year grip on the
country because it permitted fellow travelers of a different
color to drag the Harding-Ooolidge-Hoover regime into the
ditch on the opposite side of the road.
In its reaction from Theodore Roosevelt’s leadership, the
party went sterile after 1912. It failed to produce leaders as
the Old Guard of Aldrichs and Cannons, Hannas, Roots and
Penroses passed from the scene. Under thc receivership of the
Liberty League its assets shrank to the electoral votes of two
little states in 1906.
There are increasingly welcome signs that the Republican
leaders now gathering in Washington are sadder and wiser
men than their predecessors were at the restoration of 1920.
The nearer they have drawn to the hour next Friday when
they will cease to be the irresponsible opposition they have
been since 1930. with the Democratic reactionaries from the
deep South for fellow travelers, their talk has -grown mo"e
sober, more moderate.
If the Republican Congress will take to the middle cf the
road, it will meet the Democratic Administration coming in
the same direction. The White House hardly will dare or care
to show itself less co-operative than the Capitol. Ever since he
read the election returns. President Truman has been making
haste to pull away fro pi the ditch in which his party stuck
while on the way to the pells. In the deep mud of our virgin
soil, ditches ever were a terror to tlie first settlers. Tneir
dread of getting too close to the perilous edge of the road
seems to have been bequeathed to tlie political thinking of their
posterity.

YACHT DESIGNER AND BROKER
Designs for Yacht and Commercial Craft.

Dealer for Rice

Mfg. Co., Aluminum Boats and Canoes, and Champion Outboard
Motors.

MAILED ANYWHERE
POSTPAID $3.50

New Motors Available for Immediate Delivery.

V. B. CROCKETT, Rockville, Me.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON
LOAN AM) BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
Notirc of Annual Meeting
The annual meeting of the Share
holders of the Rockland Loan and
Building Association will be held at
the office of the Association. 18 School
Street. Rockland. Maine. Monday eve
ning. January 13. 1947, at 7.30 o'clock
for the purpose of electing a Board of
Directors and Auditor and to transact
such other business as may properly
come before the meeting.

95-96

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
IN

GLASSWARE
rAPPHOVFir

later Disney sent him to Maine
to “get location;” that is to secure
p ctures of everything which should
te worked Into the background for
the Bambi moving picture. For
Mr. Day the commission called fcr
43 kinds of shrubs and trees. He
spent weeks in the Katahd n region
making sketches and snapshots
which would show Bambi’s native
background.
But to go back to the window
art—the colorful dwarfs in their
qua nt caps and colorful coats are

guest speaker, Ralph E. Gould of
Madison, said that while he ad
mitted 76 years, he was a very
young author, as his literary career
began but a few years ago.
Mr. Gould told of the difficul
ties cf finding a publ sher, and the
trials cf a young author in awaitof Bethlehem is shown deep in its

especially appealing in the evening dreamless sleep with the Star sin-

with the lighting effects. Mrs. Day.
who studied at the Museum cf V ne
Arts in Bostcn, is her husband's
sole assistant.
A busy home scene shows a fire
place below a handsome mantel
with a wreath above and stockings
hanging below. At one side of the
fireplace cn a broom made of brush,
ihe mouse who “never st'rred ’ lies
sleeping and on the opposite side
stands a small decorated tree. At
intervals, smoke floats out over the
roof from the chimney.
In another window the little town

ing above.
A third, attractive window shows
a paint ng high on the mountain
side which merges into the scene of
another candle in the foreground
where four little men are shown
dragging the yule log up the hill
to the door.
To complete the season, the last
window reveals the wish, “Happy
New Year.’’ in large, illuminated
letters on the background; and a
large white stork comes bringing
baby New Year to the waiting
world below.

PRICES CUT TO THE BONE

BEGINNING-THURSDAY, JANUARY 2nd
ENDING-SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 11th

BOYS’ LONGIES

BOYS’

SKI PANTS

BLUE AND BROWN

Gabardine Longies

GRADE

WEIGHT

6 to 12

6 to 16

SALE
$4.20 Grade $2.98

REGULAR
PRICE
$5.59

3.75

CHILDREN’S

•

SNOW SUITS
PILE LINED
WATER REPELLANT

24 to 27
BROWN AND

NAVY BLUE
SHELL
ATTACHED HOOD
$10.95 GRADE

TANS ONLY

$6.88 GRADE

EXTRA SPECIAL

There will be a Wa
service at the Nazarene <
night, starting at 10 o'< .
Curtis L. Stanley the pa
the preacher and many
participate in speaking
Thc public is cordial?.

Annual watch nght sert
First Baptist Churrch w.
tonight at 8 o'clock

The Rockland Society
Hard of Hearing will mr
day a 2.30 at the Bap
Vance Norton, Jr . in:
excellent pictures of Frid
garage fire at the North
The fr.mous fountain pe
51” ls in good supply ;
Jewelers. Get yours tod
business day, because
open Wednesday afternoi

Vis t Lucien K. Green

7 to III

675

Fellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats at
prices.

Visit Clinton F. Thom;,
trist, for a pair of good
Old County Road, Rock
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to R p
day, Wednesday and
Phone 590 City.

sh

BOYS’ BREECHES

Flagship M

FULL CUT SANFORIZED

HEAVY. WARM

LACED LEGS

Drive, available at once,

SIZES 3C to 46

50'. WOOL CONTENTS

WHITE OVERALLS

MEN’S SANFORIZED

WHILE THEY LAST

HEAVY TWILL POSTMEN BLUE
DRESS SHIRT
NECKBAND AND
COLLAR
SWEATPROOF
FAST COLOR
REG. VAL. $2.85
14 to 17

EXTRA SPECIAL

2.19

Two to 1 reduction oi
bum Row Beats and
Yacht supplies on order,
men’s Supplies and E»|Ui

PART WOOL

REG. PRICE
UNDER OP.A.
WAS $4.40
SIZES 4 to 12

HEAVY
SIZES 6 to 12
REGULAR
PRICE $3.85

SALE

SALE

RAY’S
S3 PARK ST., ROt KL

WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF ITEMS THAT ARE MARKED WAY DOWN, MANY OF THEM CUT GREATER THAN THESE IISTED
ITEMS, BUT SO BROKEN IN SIZES THAT WE CANNOT TAKE THE SPACE TO LIST THEM. IT WILL PAY YOU TO COME IN
AND LOOK AROUND. BUY NOW AND SAVE.

STATE NEWS COh

MEN’S HEAVY MACKINAWS

MEN’S HEAVY ALL WOOL

PLAIDS AND SOLID COLORS

MULTI-PLAID SHIRTS

38 TO 50 REGULAR $12.88

$8.95 TO $10.00 GRADES

CLEARANCE SALE

CLEARANCE SALE

BOYS’ HOODED WATERPROOF
JACKETS •

100 PERCENT WOOL SHIRTS

HEAVY ALL WOOL LINING sizes io,
Worth Today $7.95. Otir Old Price $6.88

12, 14

EVERY ITEM WILL BE SALE-TAGGED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE SO THAT YOU MAY BE ABLE TO COMF
AROUND. DON’T MISS THIS BIG SALE. THERE ARE MANY. MANY EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES.

RUBBER

U. S. ARMY
70% WOOL

GLOVES

HOSE

SUBSCRIPT!
HEADQUAR’
ALL MAGAZII
PUBLISHERS' F

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, JAN. 2nd—ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, JAN. 11

RUGGED

THE WEATHI

On
>, the last day n
Ihe si
ose feebly in a r
attempt to dispel some ol
from the sub-zero a
But the radio man refit ■
even that bluff, for he pre
tinued cold weather for si
to come. In which ever.!
should volunteer red flan
for the nfant who sym
New year. So far as IT
concerned the latter
dispelled all thoughts o
Winter. We can only ofli
advice for that month i
the example of the OPA
out and staying out.

BOYS’ LONGIES

EXTRA SPECIAL

UNIFORM SHIRTS

Jan 17—Edu-aUcnal Ci"
th" Universalist vestrv
8 30 p m

second floor, 18 School s

CHILDREN’S

SALE

Jan. 8—Ladv Knox Chaj
meets with Mrs Arth,'Broadwav.

I

January Clearance Sale
$5.44

Jan 4 Knox Pnmcin O
with Seven Tree Gran .

ILS.

SLASHING PRICES

FOR 9 DAYS ONLY

Jan. 4 Warren
Annua'
Coixre-itQtn! fhurch

events scheduled fcr January at will provide the music. Proceeds
the University is the military’ ball, will be used to finance a more ex
the last night of the month. This tensive program for the IRC
Work is progressing on the con
ing the appearance of his book.
struction of two now pertnaneir
Final success found him pull.ng dormitories for men on the nort
turnips; and to the great disgust efn end of the campUs. Actua;
of his neighbors, who thought a constructiOn has
not yet tee-,
celebration in order, he kept on
on t,he third dormit
pulling turnips.
be located at the southern end o!
Laugh provoking stcr.es and an the campus.
ecdotes del ghted his hearers.
“Room Service, a -play, win b».
Mr. Gould has another
book given at the Brunswick Campu.on the way to the public, and Jan. 15 and 16. Among the mem
thinks that he may call it. The bers of the cast is Charles C Libby
Confessions of a Reformed Travel of Rockland.
ing Man," but has some doubts as
i to the acceptance of this title by
his publishers.
INVEST IN
Singing was led by Maurice Love' joy. Zelma V. Dwinal was thc
! visiting Rotarian. Guests, Dr. Wes
ley Wasgatt, Ted Lawrence. David
Bicknell, Rodnpy Weeks, 'Ray Reid,
Charles Gallupe. Duke Dorney, and
SftVINGS BONDS
William J. Cayo.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

WINTER

Dee 31 N«w Year’s E
Community Building, be;
can

talented author of “The Country day, following the Chr stmas and
is sponsoring a dance which wi;; 5,
New Years holidays.
Storekeeper,
held in Memorial Gymnasium Fr:One of the important social day night. Jan. 3. The Maine Bear,
Introduced bi Bill Grav, the

RED AND BLACK, WHITE AND BLACK, BLUE
AND BLACK—14 TO 15V2. REG. $8.16 SALE

RIK'KLAM)

I L. BRAY, Secretary

artist, who worked for six years
for Walt Disney, on animated car
toons, attracted much attent on,
set in the windows of the Days’ old
colonial house in Damariscotta.
Day not only constructed the
scenes, but has cleverly floodlighted
them for effective night presentat on. The models were made in his
"Whittle Shop." patronized by tour
ists during the Summer season.
In one scene is shown the seven
dwarfs coming to see the baby deer
with its spotted sides, lying in the
foreground, while two tiny chicka
dees perched on a bare limb in the
woodsy dell peer down at the little
animal. Both birds and deer were
made by Mr. Day's clever fingers.
The handsome baby deer reminds
one that Mr. Day was the man who
was responsible for Bambi being
taken from the Maine woods to
Hollywood.
How this happened is a story in
itself. One Summer Mr. and Mrs.
Day and sons decided to make a
trailer trip across the continent.
After arriving at Laguna Beach.
Mr. Day put on an exhibition of his
paintings. A representative from

EXTRA HEAVY BUFFALO PLAID

15 GRANITE ST., ROCKLAND

105-1

Disney studios was one of the visit

Worked For Disney

The Rcxall Stor

IN

AND SHOP

MEN’S HEAVY

PARKA

BOYS’ ALL WOOL
CONTENTS

JACKETS

HOODED

SWEATERS

MACKINAWS

AU Wool Contents

MITTENS

ALL WOOL

SHAKERKNIT

GENUINE
TOP GRAIN
LEATHER SHELL

HOODS

IRREGULARS

Neopremc
Reg. Price 75c

WARM—BUGGED

Reg. Price 69c

CLEARANCE

Regular $9.88

REGULAR $3.98

REG. VALUE $19 5
ELASTIC WRIST

SALE

EXTRA SPECIAL

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

Reg. Price $3.95

RUSSELL
Funeral Hom
CARL M. STILPIIEN
I.AIFY ASSISTANT
21 HOUR AMBULANt
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLABEMONT si ri I

ROCKLAND, ME.

DROP IN ANO SEE FOR YOURSELF
FLOOR SANDER AND EDCER FOR RENT

WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSoto, Plymouth
27-31 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND
54-F-tf

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II
NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH

HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

509 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1392-M
H

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

435 MAIN
STREET
1 ■ ftfBf

H'l <

I

ROCKLAND

BURPEE
Funeral Hom
TEES. 399-1171 M
110-112 I.IMEROt K
ROCKLAND. ML

Ambulance Servu

Tuesday-Frldiy
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The Courier-Gazette

THE COUMER-GAZETTE

Worked For Disney

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Maurice Day of Damariscotta Has Clever Fingers—
His Holiday Display

Book Review
K. S. F.

“A Treasury of Stephen Foster.”
JPoreword by Deems Taylor. This
is a Random House Book, New
(York.
And such a beautiful and soulthrilling book, with delightful illus
trations for every song by William
Bharp, and historical notes by John
Tasker Howard, arranged for the
piano by Ray Lev ahd Dorothy Ber
liner Commins.
!Few there are in this country of
musical appreciation, who do not
love the songs by Stephen Foster.
He lives in our hearts with them.
The excellent tribute to Foster by
Deems Taylor, gives to music lov
ers a biographical insight into the
times and his life, with notes by
John Tasker Howard so clearly pic

tured.

who have had anything to
do with thc makeup of this beau
tiful book should take great, pride
in Its highly successful accomplish
ment.
I would like to give a list or the
■well remembered songs of this
book. All of Foster's best are
found, with a fine picture of Ste
phen Foster as an eye-opener. All
the songs are with the muse-; but
space forbids the full review this
iAII

highly artistic and valuable book

deserves—a really historical addi
tion to the music libraries of
America.
—Kathleen IS. Fuller.
“Airplane Model Building.” By
Gene Johnson. Cornell Maritime

Press, New York.
This excellent publication has
more tlian 82 pages with illustra
tions. and there Ls a mapped out
model surprising in its clearness,
of help; to the beginner a.s a guide
to America’s greatest hobby.
Directions are written clearly, as
are tlie plans for your model planes.
Boys will be thrilled to construct
these. Most of materials can be i
found in the 10-cent stores.
Questions are clearly answered if
one wishes to learn this hobby.
And what live active American 'boy
would not be delighted with this
really fine beck, good enough to in
terest fathers.
One simply takes this book and
supplies himself with a few tools—
explained in the book—and go at,
It with every detail explained. Al
most every tool needed can be
found in any well equipped heme
and Daddy will enjoy the work
with his son in this delightful
hobby.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
Know’ the location of the near
est fire alarm box and the correct
way to call the local fire depart

•

ment.

M tAMbUAf MS
OF THE PENOBSCOT

“KEEP OUT OF THE DITCH »»
The lesson of the Republican party’s exile and return to
power is that the country is for neither the extreme right nor
left, but for tlie middle of the road. Thus writes Jamc4 Mor
gan, one of the country's ablest political authorities, writing for
the Boston Sunday Globe. Editor Morgan says:
A major cause of the New Deal Democrats losing the
recent election was the suspicion that they were straying so far
from the middle of the road as to attract hitch-hiking fellow
travelers busy with their silly plots fcr ditching the American
form of government and society. Leaders of union labor admit
that their movement is falling unde” the same suspicion. Tn
charting the course of the new Congress, Republican leaders
need to understand that their party lost its 70-year grip on the
count ry because it permitted fellow travelers of a different
color to drag the Harding-Ooolidge-Hoover regime into the
ditch on the opposite side of the road.
In its reaction from Theodore Roosevelt’s leadership, the
partj went sterile after 1912. It failed to .produce leaders as
the Old Guard of Aldrichs and Cannons, Hannas, Roots and
Penroses passed from the scene. Under the receivership of the
Liberty League its assets shrank to the electoral votes of two
little states in 1906.

There are increasingly welcome signs that the Republican
leaders now gathering in Washington are sadder and wiser
men than their predecessors were at the restoration of 1920.
The nearer they have drawn to the hcur next Fri dec/ when
they will oease to be the irresponsible opposition they have
been since 1930, with the Democratic reactionaries from the
deep South for fellow travelers, their talk has grown mo~e
sober, more moderate.
If the Republican Congress will take to tne middle cf the
road, it will meet the Democratic Administration coming in
the same direction. The White House hardly will dare or care
to show itself less co-operative than the Capitol. Ever since he
read the election returns. President Truman has been making
haste to pull away fropi the ditch in which his party stuck
while on the way to the pells. In the deep mud of our vi'.igin
soil, ditches ever were a terror to tlie first settlers. Tneir
dread of getting too close to the perilous edge of the road
seems to have been bequeathed to the political thinking of their
posterity.

Designs for Yacht and Commercial Craft.

Dealer for Rice

New Motors Available fnr Immediate Delivery.

V. B. CROCKETT, Rockville, Me.

POSTPAID $3.50

95-96

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
IN

GLASSWARE
PRICES CUT TO THE BONE
DROP IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
•

s.

.

.

*r '

>. t

FLOOR SANDER AND EDCER FOR RENT

27-31 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND
64-F-tf

FOR 9 DAYS ONLY
QHILDREN’S

SAVINGS BONOS

BLUE AND BROWN
WINTER
SALE

SKI PANTS
$5.44
GRADE

WEIGHT
G to 16
REGULAR
PRICE
$5.59

6 to 12

SALE
$4.20 Grade $2.98
EXTRA SPECIAL

WHITE OVERALLS

MEN’S SANFORIZED

WHILE THEY LAST

UNIFORM SHIRTS

FULL CUT SANFORIZED

HEAVY TWILL POSTMEN BLUE

SIZES 36 to 46

DRESS SHIRT

EXTRA SPECIAL

NECKBAND AND
COLLAR
SWEATPROOF

FAST COLOR
REG. VAL. $2.85

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II
NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH

HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

509 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 1392-M
» x l* JtorfcJ*

I

BEGINNING-THURSDAY, JANUARY 2nd
ENDING-SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 11th
a
.BOYS’

BOYS’ LONGIES

14 to 17

CHILDREN’S

*

SNOW SUITS

Gabardine Longies
24 to 27
BROWN AND
TANS ONLY

$6.88 GRADE

EXTRA SPECIAL

PILE LINED
WATER REPELLANT

NAVY BLUE
SHELL
ATTACHED HOOD
$10.95 GRADE

7

lo

6.75

BOYS’ LONGIES

BOYS’ BREECHES

HEAVY. WARM

LACED LEGS

50

I WOOL CONTENTS

REG. PRICE
UNDER O P.A
WAS $4.40
SIZES 4 to 12

SALE

10

PART WOOL
HEAVY
SIZES 6 to 12
REGULAR
PRICE $3.85

SALE

WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF ITEMS THAT ARE MARKED WAY DOWN. MANY OF THEM CUT GREATER THAN THESE LISTED
ITEMS, BUT SO BROKEN IN SIZES THAT WE CANNOT TAKE THE SPACE TO LIST THEM. IT WILL PAY YOU TO COME IN

AND LOOK AROUND. BUY NOW AND SAVE.

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, JAN. 2nd-ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT, JAN. 11
MEN’S HEAVY MACKINAWS

MEN’S HEAVY ALL WOOL

PLAIDS AND SOLID COLORS

MULTI-PLAID SHIRTS

38 TO 50 REGULAR $12.88

$8.95 TO $10.00 GRADES

CLEARANCE SALE

CLEARANCE SALE

100 PERCENT WOOL SHIRTS
RED AND BLACK, WHITE AND BLACK, BLUE
AND BLACK—14 TO 15^2. REG. $8.16 SALE

HlHKLWII

DeSoto, Plymouth

IIS.

waiting Charles Gallupe. DukeDorney, and
William J. Cayo.

roof from the chimney.
bab.t New Year to the
In another window the little town world below.

EXTRA HEAVY BUFFALO PLAID

TEL 257-13

15 GRANITE ST., ROCKLAND

MILLER’S
GARAGE

INVEST IN

January Clearance Sale

MAILED ANYWHERE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

“The Country Storekeeper” News Of the Big College ^t
Tells How Authorship Be
Orono and Its Annex
At Brunswick
gins At Seventy

ball will be formal, and since thr
capacity of the Alumni Gymnasium
is limited, there will be a restricted
number of tickets available.
Members of the faculty and ad
ministrative staff will hold a semiformal dance at the home of Dr
and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck New
Years night.
The International Relations Club
is sponsoring a dance which will be
held in Memorial Gymnasium Fri
day night. Jan. 3. The Maine Bears
will provide the music. Proceeds
will be used to finance a more ex
tensive program fcr the IRC
Work is progressing on the con
struction of two now permanent
dormitories for men on the north
ern end of the campus. Actual
construction has
not yet teen
started on the third dormitory to
be located at the southern end of
the campus.
"Room Service." a play, will be
|
given at the Brunswick Campus,
Jan. 15 and 16. Among the mem
bers of the cast is Charles C Libby
of Rockland.

SLASHING PRICES

Motors.

WE USE

University Of Maine

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

Mfg. Co., Aluminum Boats and Canoes, and Champion Outboard

LOAN ANU Bill,BING
ASSOCIATION
Notice of Annual Meeting
The winual meeting of the Share
holders of the Rockland Loan ai.d
Building Association will be held at
the office of the Association. 18 School
Street. Rockland. Maine. Monday eve
ning. January 13. 1947, at 7.30 o'clock
for the purpose of electing a Board of
Directors and Auditor and to transact
such other business as may properly
come before the meeting.
105-1
I. I, BRAY. Secretary

The Rotary Club

Not one, but many smiles for the Classes at the University of
day were given to Rotarians by the Maine will be resumed on Thurs
talented author of "The Country day, following the Chrstmas and
Storekeeper.”
New Years holidays.
Introduced by Bill Gray, the
One of the important social
guest speaker, Ralph E. Gould of events scheduled fcr January at
the Bambi moving picture.
For
Madison, said that while he ad-;the University is the military ball.
Mr. Day the commission called fcr
43 kinds of shrubs and trees. He mitted 76 years’ he was a very the last night o£ the month. This
spent weeks in the Katahd n region young author, as his literary career
ing the appearance of his book.
making sketches and snapshots began but a few years ago.
Final success found him pulling
which would show Bambi’s native
Mr> Gould told of the diffiCulMr.
turnips;
and to the great disgust
background.
ties cf finding a publ sher, and the of his neighbors, who thought a
But to go back to the window trials cf a young author in awaitcelebration in order, he kept on
art—the colorful dwarfs in their
... .
-----pulling turnips.
qua nt caps and colorful coats are Qj Bethlehem is shown deep in its
Laugh provoking stcr.es and an
especially appealing in the evening dreamless sleep with the Star sinecdotes
del ghted his hearers.
with the lighting effects. Mrs. Day. in_, above
Mr.
Gould
has another
book
who studied at the Museum cf ne
A third, attractive window shows
on
the
way
to
the
public,
and
Arts in Boston, is her husband’s a paint ng high on the mountain- 1
thinks that he may call it, "The
sole assistant.
side which merges into the scene of
A busy home scene shows a fire another candle in the foreground Confessions of a Reformed Travel
place oelow a handsome mantel where four little men are shown ing Man,” but has some doubts as
with a wreath above and stockings dragging the yule log up the hill to the acceptance of this title by
his publishers.
hanging below. At one side of the to the door.
Singing was led by Maurice Lovefireplace on a broom made of brush,
To complete the seasen, the last
Zelma V. Dwinal was thr
rhe mouse who "never st rred ’ lies window reveals the wish, "Happy
sleeping and on the opposite side New Year." in large, illuminated visiting Rotarian. Guests. Dr Wes
stands a small decorated tree. At letters on the background; and a ley Wasgatt. Ted Lawrence, David
intervals, smoke floats out over the large white stork comes bringing Bicknell, Rodney Weeks. Ray Reid,

Miniature scenes, whittled and
Subscrip tions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents. painted by Maurice Day, prominent
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
artist, who worked for six years
for Walt Disney, on animated car
{EDITORIAL]
toons. attracted much attenton,
set in the windows of the Days’ old
SNOW-LOADER DID THE TRICK
colonial house in Damariscotta.
Rockland citizens who house-in on the Sabbath may have
Day not only constructed the
been a bit surprised yesterday morning when they came down
scenes, but has cleverly floodlighted
town and saw that Main street r,ad been completely denuded
them for effective night presentaof the big snowdrifts which were left by Friday night’s storm.
t on. The models were made in his
Not so, however, were those who watched with fascinated'
“Whittle Shop." patronized by tour
interest the speedy and effective work cf the new snow-leader
ists during the Summer season.
Sunday. With the aid of four shoveler- and eight trucks, the
In one scene is shown, the seven
leader did away with the drifts in record time, a single
dwarfs coming to see the baby deer
minute being required to load a truck, and mother was in
with its spotted sides, lying in the
waiting when it sped away to the dump. Under ordinary
foreground, while two tiny chicka
circumstances 50 shovelers would have been employed and the
dees perched on a bare limb in the
work would have occupied at least two days. Th‘s is but one
woodsy dell peer down at the little
of the few fine examples with which rhe new regime hopes to
animal. Both birds and deer were
impress and convince the taxpayers.
made by Mr. Day’s clever fingers.
The handsome baby deer reminds
one that Mr. Day was the man who
REPUBLICANS WATCH YOUR STEP!
was responsible for Bambi being
Well, the Republican candidates are beginning tn line up
taken from the Maine woods to
for the presidential campaign in 1948. Thus far Harold E.
Hollywood.
Stassen, former Governor of Minnesota, and U. S. Naval Vet
How this happened is a story in
eran, is the only one to ccme out in the coen with a formal
announcement of his candidacy. Commenting on his an
itself. One Summer Mr. and Mrs.
nouncement The Courier-Gazette says that according to his
Day and sons decided to make a
formal statement hLs main inteiest will ba to develop i.ew labor
trailer trip across the continent.
legislation based on voluntary methods to prevent strikes, hut
After arriving at Laguna Beach,
seeking to break up monopolies and dictatorships in unions.
The Courier-Gazette adds; "Wc don't kmv how far this man
Mr. Day put on an exhibition of his
Stassen will get with his aspirations but we admire his frank
paintings. A representative from
ness, his courage and his honesty. He's a man thc people could
afford to elect—a man who has served well his state and his
country." Taft says he has no immediate intentions of enter
ing the field and Vandenberg says '"he does not choose tc run '
Gcv. Dewey isn’t doing much talking but he is a man wiiom it
would pay to watch. He garnered a lot r.f votes ir. the ’ust
presidential election and running against an "ordinary"
candidate and under usual circumstances he might have won
despite the fact that his campaign did not appeal to the sea
soned politicians. Republicans have the chance of a lifetime
but they will have to have a strong candidate to present to
the people if they expect to win. Just the naime “Republican“
won’t do it. —Bridgton News.
We agree with Editor Shorey. but it is difficult to see how
the party could select a weak candidate if it makes its choice
among the candidates named in thc Gallup P ill. Hut we do
believe that the party must watch its step carefully during the
coming session of Congress for therein be many lidden
dangers, and some which are so self-fvident that they should
be nipped in the bud. High-handed, steam-roller methods
will not accomplish the desired results. Common sense and
co-operation must find their places in the Congressional
agenda.

YACHT DESIGNER AND BROKER
JOHN M. RICHARDSON

Disney studios was one of tlie visit
ors and this contact led Mr. Day
to visit Hollywood where he spent
most of six years working on ani
mated cartoons.
He had taken with him on his
trip 100 pictures he had made in
Ma ne with his little 3ta by 2 Vi
camera. Disney selected 75 to be
used in the scenery of "Bambi.”
later Disney sent him to Maine
to “get location;” that is to secure
p ctures cf everything which should
be worked into the background for

BOYS’ HOODED WATERPROOF
JACKETS •
HEAVY ALL WOOL LINING sizes 10,12. 14
Worth Today $7.95. Our Old Price $6.88

Tufcsday-Frfifoy
TALK OF THE TOWN

BORN
Isbell—At Knox Hospital. De' 23 to
Mr and Mrs Harold I. I bell ol Owl#
Head, a daughter—Miriam 6usan

MARRIED

Dpc 31 Nnw Year’s Eve Ball at
Community Building, benefit Ameri
can I,eirlon
Jan. 4—Warren ■ Annual meeting of
Ccnerenwt’onnl Church md Parish
Jan 4 Knox Pomona Orarze meets
with Seven Tree Grange cf Union
Jan. 6—Ladv Knox Chapter DAB
meets with Mrs. Arthur Haines, 192
Broadway.
Jen 17—Edu-atlcnal C!"b meets In
the Universalist vestry 3pm
to
8 30 p m.

THE WEATHER

On th s, the last flay of the year,
the sun rose feebly in a rather vain
attempt to dispel some of the cheer
from the sub-zero atmosphere
Btit the radio min refused to make
even that .bluff, for he promises con
tinued cold weather for several days
to come. In which event somebody
should volunteer red flannel panties
for the infant who symbolizes the
New year So far as December is
concerned, the latter days liave
dispelled all thoughts of an open
Winter. We can only offer the mild
advice for that month to emulate
the example of the OPA by getting
out and staying out..
There will be a Watch Night
service at the Nazarene Church to
night, starting at 10 o'clock. Rev
Curtis L. Stanley the pa>tor. will be
the preacher and many others will
participate in speaking and music.
The public is cordially invited.

Annual watch nght service at the
First Baptist Churrch will be held
tenight at 8 o'clock

The Rockland Society for the
Hard of Hearing will meet Thurs
day a 2.30 it the Baptist vestry.
Vance Norton, Jr.. made some
excellent pictures of Friday night’s
garage fire at the North End.,
The famous fountain pen, “Parker
51” is in good supply at Daniels
Jewelers. Get yours todav or any
business day, because Daniels Is
open Wednesday afternoon.. 79-tf

Vis t Lucien K. Green & Sons,
second floor. 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices,
lOtf

Visit Clinten F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses. 492
Old County Road, Rockland. Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to « p. m., Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590. City.
lOtf

Flagship Motors
Two to 1 reduction on Direct
Drive, available al once. Alumi
num Row Beats and Canoes.
Yacht supplies on order. Fisher
men’s Supplies and Equipment.

RAY’S
» PARK ST., ROCKLAND. ML.

105-T-tf

SUBSCRIPTION

HEADQUARTERS
ALL MAGAZINES
PUBLISHERS* REP.

STATE NEWS COMPANY

c;

Crawford-Meservey — At
Camden,
Dec 24. Mary Loutxe Meservey of Cam
den and Robert K Crawiord ol Bel
fast by Rev Melvin H Dorr. Jr.
Pina-Bromley—At Bo: cn
Dec. 21
Martin M Pina or Dartmouth. N H.
mil Margaret E Bromley of Camden—
by Rev Whitney Eale.
Bracket’-Martin—At Rock'and. Dee
9. Percy Brackett. and Hazel Martin
b th of Rockland, by Rev Ken.ietb

\

Cassens.

Donnell-Miller—At Cherryfield. Dee
20. Philip A Donr.ell cf Cherryfied
and Mias Marjorie If. Mllle of Cush
ing.
Button-Miller—At Portland. De?. 18.
Albert W Dutton of Auxvasse.
Mo.,
md Alice M:lkr cf Union.—by Rev
John W Hvs-ong.
John->in-M<l,e.an—At St. George Dec
21. Lewis E Johnson of Thoma=tc'n and
Evangeline M Mclean of St George—
by Rev Mildred P. McLean

DIED
Spear-—A’ Thomaston. Dec 30. Alice
Mary Spear, widow of Seth Spear age
81 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock front Burpee Funeral Home
Intprment ln Achorn cemetery.
Staples—At Rock’and. Dec 31 EUza
F S aples. widow cf Dada W Staples,
age 93 years, 1 month. 18 days.
Sukeforth—At Thomaston. Dec 27
Herrv E Sukefrrth. age 79 years, 10
month*. 10 days
Intermpnt ln Dag
gett Cemetery. Wa'h’ngfcn.
Sullivan—At East Boston. Dec 29.
Susie A Sullivan, widow of Maurice
Sullivan, age 80 years
Requiem Mass
Thursday a.' 8 o'clock at St Joseph's
Church,
East
Bo.-tcn
C'mmi ta'
service* Thnr-day at 2 45 at St. James
Cemetery Thomaston.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of our dear wife and
mother. Lcls W Meservey, who left
us. Der 31. 1942
The leaves cf Mcmnrv's album.
”'e torn with greatest, care;
For the words and deeds
Of one precious to u.s all.
Are treasures pictured there
105 It
F S. Meservgy and Famliy.

RESOLUTIONS OE RESPECT
To Past Ma ter F-ank H Ingraham,
by Penr.hsco1 View Grange No 388
Whereas: Our Grange has met with
a threat loss ln the passing of cur be
loved Brother to that great Grange
beyond:
Whereas We were privileged ito enjov
h‘« friendliness during his a.-scciatlon
with us:
Whereas: He (was an ardent supporter
cf all good to the Organization
Where"1*-: He was a Pa-" Master
Charter Member and Organizer of this
Grange:
Be it Resolved, that Penobscot View
Grange No 388 deeply mourn the less
of Its loyal Brother:
Resolved, that our Charter be draped
a copy cf these Resolutions be spread
on Our Records, a copy sent to he
bereaved family and one to The Cou
rier-Gazette for pub’lcation
BERNARD ANDREWS
CHARLES I. GREGORY.
LEONARD W AMES.
105-lt
Committee on Resolutions.
IN APPRECIATION
Strength and courage have come to
us in an hour of great need Through
the wholehear ed support and help
fulness cf friends cn every hand, we
have found n confidence ln the future,
a will to carry on ln the tiadltlon so
nobly started by Gilbert C. Laite.
That we think. Is the way you
would best like us to thank ycu for the
overwhelming
kindnesses
showered
upon us. We are grateful and proud
beyond words that Gilbert Inspired
such material aid so sympathetically
expressed
W th hope, and firm faith in the
manifest good will of the community,
we pledge ourselves to carry on the
sterling traditions of The Gilbert C.
Latte Funeral Home to the utmost
limit of our ability.

Dorothy S. Laite and Family.

*

CARD OF THANKS
The residents of tipper Grace street
and friends cf these residents wish to
express their thanks and appreciation
to The City Government for the much
needed New Light Installed ln their

v’clnity.

Herman Tibbetts.

*

•CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express cur heartfelt
appreciation of the great care ond
kindnesses accorded our loved one
during his last ill'ness at Knox Hospi
tal by the nurses and by Drs. North
and Apollonio
We are also deeply
appreciative cf the many messages of
sympathy, the courtesiea shown tus
and the beautiful floral offerings.
Mrs Daniel G. Cole and famliy.
Rockland. Dec. 30. 104fi
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation for
the flowers, cards and visits from my
many friends while I was a patient at
Knox Hospital
Especially am I grate
ful to Mrs Russell, Rev. Fr. Kenyon,
Dr Robert Allen, Dr Oram, Lawry.
Jr. end the nurses of RocklHtid and
Camden
Mrs Doris Rubenstein

( ARD OE THANKS
Wi- wish to thank all the people who
contributed to make our Chri&tmas
a most happy one and wish for ell a
most Happy and Prosperous Noi- Year
Mr and Mrs. Robert Shields and
family.
105‘lt
CARD or THANKS
I wish to thank each and everyone
who donated to my Chris mas cheer
with theit gifts and cards. Also to the
Lend A Hand Class of th-* L tt.efleld
Memorial Church tor ine lovely basket
of fruit, and to the Christian En
deavor for he beautif-il pot td pat.
*
Arlene Miller.

Know the location of the nearos' fire alarm bex and the correct
way to call the local fire depart
ment.
•
25-T-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOF It AMBULANCR
SERVICE

PHONE 701
3 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

Sl-tf

Fred Bohn, formerly of The
Courier-Gazette’s mechanical staff,
was home from New York to spend
Christmas with his family. Mr.
Bohn is now employed as “ad’’ set
ter on Variety, an imposing 72page paper which features the
screen, radio, movies and stage.
Numerous ether publicat ons eman
ate from the Variety establishment.

Leading Fish Port

Expert Floor Sanding

JANUARY
SALE

Rubber FQotwear

OVERSHOES

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

BOOTS
OVERSHOES
PULLOVERS
RUBBERS
Men’s, Women's and Children's
o ---—-o

Stadium Roots

Ralph Ulmer Calmp, Spanish War
Veterans, and the Ladies Auxiliary
will meet with the Camden units
Wedinesday night for a joint instal
lation of officers at Camden.

New Years Eve Dance

Mines* and Women’s

So. Cushing Grange Hall

Quality Shoe Shop
310 MAIN ST„

DANCING 9.00 tn 1.00

ROCKLAND

104-105

LEGAL NOTICE!
Sale nf Spirit uni.s
and Vinous Liquors by the Windsor House, 12 MYRTLE STREET,
Public Hearing nn the Application for (he

City Building, January 3, 1947, at 5.00 o’clock in the afternoon.

d. U MARGESON.

Have your Floors Sanded and
Refinished NOW. Why lay new
floors when your old painted soft

CITY CLERK.
103-T-105

wood floors can be made to look
beautiful?
(Ask us about this
type of floor). We have the best
equipment in Maine. I can sand
your floors cheaper than you can
hire a cheap machine and do it
yourself.
I have Floor Seal. Wax and
Floor Cleaner for sale.

R. L. RICHARDS
Floor Sanding Service

25 FRANKLIN ST . ROC KLAND
TEL. 952
99-T-105

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TH S. 3JM« J171 M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Ambulance Service

at any hour of the

night [or day

DRVISFUNfRALHGMES
THOMASTON - TEI <S2

ROCKLAND-TEL

Fur 57 years, Gregory's
lias believed that service
to its customers is essen
tial — particularly includ
ing quality and perfection
in its merchandise.

As 1947 steps into gear,
wc again pledge our de
termination to emphasize
those things that will give
Knox County men access
to the nationally known
quality merchandise that
they demand.

$13.95

YOUR
> TAKE
rf*.
l.-i
.•
■*

SK! PANTS
$11.50

40.000

IhsRS

MEDICAL

JL1RS1
WE

When somebody says to you, “Good jobs
are hard to find’’—DON’T YOU BELIEVE IT—if you’re
a physically and mentally fit young man from 18 to 34
inclusive!
In your new Regular Army, 40,000 good jobs a month
are opening up . . . interesting jobs that pay well . . . t hat
offer advancement, career opportunities and training and
experience in many useful skills and trades.
New higher Army pay . . . food, clothing, quarters,
travel, at no extra cost . . . GI Bill of Rights educational
benefits for those who enlist before the official termination
of the war and serve at least 90 days . . . and the oppoi
tunity for early retirement with a life income . . . add up
to a career you can’t afford to miss.
A 3-year enlistment permits you to choose any branch
of service and overseas theater which still have openings.
Go after one of these good jobs now! You can get all
the facts at your nearest U. S. Army Recruiting Station
and ENLIST NOW!

★ ★★ ★★★★★★★★★★ **********

NEW, HIGHER PAY FOR ARMY MEN
la Addition to Food, Lodging. Clothes and Medical Care
In Addition to Column One
at the Right: 20% In
crease for Service Over
seas. 50% Increase, up to
$50 Maximum Per Month,
if Member of Flying or
Glider Ctewj. $50 Per
Month for Parachutists
(Not in Flying-pay Status)
While Engaged upon Para
chute Duty. 5% Increase
in Pay for Each 3 Years
of Service.

Br * * * * * *

Br

Mastcr Sergeant
or First Sergeant

Starting
Ban Pay
Per
Month

MONTHLY
RETIREMENT
1
INCOME AFTER:
20 Teart' 30 Yean'
Service Service

#165.00 #107.25 #185.63

Sergeant

135.00

87.75

151.88

Staff Sergeant . .
Sergeant ....
Corporal ....
Private First Class
Private
....

115.00
100.00
90.00
80.00
75.00

74.75
65.00
58.50
52.00
48.75

129.38
112.50
101.25
90.00
84.38

Technical

*

Br

*

*
GOOD

A

Litfen to Guy Lombardo, "Sound Off,"
"Warrlon of Peace," "Voice ot the Army '
"Proudly We Hail," and Football Broadcoiti
on your radio.

★ ★ YOUR REGULAR ARMY

JOB

FOB

YOU.

U. S. Army
THIS
PROFESSION NOWI

FINE

SERVES THC NATION AND MANKIND IN WAK AND PEACE
Br ^rt'r •* »

DISTRICT RECRUITING OFFICE
P. 0. BUILDING

ROCKLAND, ME.

UNITED S FAMOUS VALUE EVENT
Featuring Substantia! Savings For You

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
It’s a store-wide event—Resulting in drastic markdowns—We offer these and 101 other items to you
at great savings.
Mallrcvscs
Knee-Hole Desks

3-Piece Living Ronni
Suites
Modern Break fast

Sets
Upholstered ( hairs
Boudoir t.'hairs
Bridge Sets

Lamps
etc

We have only a few more days before stock-tak
ing—Come in and take advantage of these ex
ceptional values in furniture, bedding and ap
pliances—Easy terms if desired.

WIU
. ;4p. •''

MEN’S

HOODED SKI SHIRTS
$11.90

GOLD ANO SILVER REPLATING

JEWELRY REPAIRS
’

Rockland Lodge meets tonight
with work in the E. A. degree.
The annual meeting of Aurora
Lodge will be held Wednesday
night. There will be election of
officers.
King Solomon's Temple Chapter,
will hold its annual meeting and
election Thursday night. Refresh
ments will be served.
King Hiram Council will meet
Friday night for regular business
Mrs. Felicia Dodge has opened a and rehearsal.
*
clothes repairing and tailor shop
The Girl Scout Council meeting
at 407 Main street, over Wot ton’s
will
be held Thursday at 8 o’clock.
store.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
If our new City Government can
not prevent such storms as we have
had over the week-end I am in fa
vor of going back to the old system
under which we had no such ex
periences.
Trusting you are the same, I am,
Very truly yours,
I. M. Madd.

Today Wc Arc Showing

Sizes 12 to 20

CLOCK ANO WATCH REPAIRS

Masonic Activities

Rockland, Dec. 30.

Li--***'

FOR PROMPT SERVICE
»•. X

DEMOCRATIC VALEDICTORY

And at prices that are
not “sky-high.”

In Red. Blue and Natural

DON’T MISS THIS SALE

i

MEN’S

ENGRAVING

11CE

Here’s a Resolution
We Are Going
To Keep

MISSES’ SKI JACKETS

V -

ANCE

GRANGE CORNER

He Resented Help

(Continued from Page One)
Strange Case Of a North End
fishing industry in New Enlgand as
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Man In Cheerless Sur
the result of contemplated opera
here.
roundings
tions by his firm in 1947 and the
years ahead He said that Rock
Penobscot View Grange meets at
The local authorities, the overseer
land would rank only after the Glen Ccve Thursday night at 8 for of the poor, and a physician were
ports of Gloucester and Boston in installation of officers. Past Mas called to the Northend last week
ter J Herbert Gould of Meguntithe fishing industry.
_______
I
cook Grange will induct these of- to investigate the case of a man
Neil A Fogg, Jr., of 115 Summer Company plans include a modern flcprs; Maste{. Herbert Gregory; who was reported to be living alone,
street, is home for the holiday seaPlant and freezer facilities overseer, Bernard Andrews; lectur- but who had been without food or
sen.
Neil is
president of the on what was once ,he Maine Cen- er. Bernice Gray; s eward, Warren heat for five days.
Freshman class at Tilton School, tral Railroad Wharf, adjoining the Barrows; assistant steward. Past
After an entrance had been
Tilton, N. H, where he is also a shipyard, which they acquired this Mast r Thomas Farley; chaplain, forced the man was found lying
member of the Student Council. He year.
This construction awaits Maud Mather; treasurer, Past abed, tout there was no heat, and
will return to his classes next Mon- more favorable conditions for the Master, Golden Munro; secretary,
no signs of food.
procurement of building materials Helen M Gregory; gatekeeper. La
day.
Attempts to have h m vacate the
mont
Roberts;
Ceres,
Laura
Greg

------and machinery.
cold
porch where he lay and go to
Marian Waldron;
The Central Maine Power Comjn the lobster industry, the total ory; Pomona,
pany is tendering an employes landings of which are not available, Flora, Nellie Grotton; lady assis a hospital aroused only strong ex
complimentary banquet to Charles the McLoon lobster interests con- tant steward, Una Ames; executive pressions of anger.
“But you will freeze if you stay
E. Gregory in honor of his retire- structed new building space and committee for three years, P M.
here," said the Doctor.
the
Thcmas
Farley.
A
lunch
will
be
ment after nearly 54 years of serv- tank storage facilities for
“That’s my business,-’ the man re.
ice. in the banquet hall, Masonic handling of “lobsters for their sev- ?e_™d by the lady ofTicers' Helen
torted.
Temple, Friday night at 6.30.
eral firms. The new tanks are said M. Gregory, correspondent.
A rifle and a revolver are said
♦ • • ♦
to have a capacity of approximate
to
have been in his possession, ac
A juvenile Grange was organized
ly 25.000 pounds at one time.
SIMONTON
companied
by a very evident desire
Thursday in North Warren, a
Airlanes Inc., bought the land of meeting of those interested, held at to prevent intrusion.
The annual Christmas gathering
at the Melvin home was not held Isidore Gordon at the foot of Wh te Oak Grange Hall. TwentyAccording to rumor the man had
this year as C. E. Harrington is in Winter street and constructed a five attended, and officers were 1 not occupied the house proper for
building and 300-foot wharf; in elected and installed by Mrs. Mary some years since the death of h's
ailing health
At the Cecil Annis home all the stalling storage capacity fcr 25,000 Nash of Camden, Juvenile Grange mother, and had lived either in the
members of the family were pres pounds of lobsters. This firm, of Deputy, who was assisted toy Mrs. cellar or in a small out-building.
At last reports relatives living in
ent for the holiday—the first time which Clyde Young of Rockland is Helen Castner of Waldoboro. Offilccal manager and a corporation cers are; Ronald Barbour, master; another town had been notified,
in five years.
officer, maintains a similar plant
and neighbors were keeping an eye
Mrs Marion French is with her at City Island, New York which Arnold Wiley, overseer; Faye Rob
on the man.
bins.
lecturer;
Norman
Alholm,
mother, Mrs. J. C. Melvin fcr the serves the entire New York City
steward; Roslyn Castner, assist
Winter.
area.
The time of the double feature
ant steward; Sadie Gammon, sec
Sims Lobster Company bought retary; Lorraine Perry, treasurer; program playing at Park Theatre,
CARD OF THANKS
Boggs, chaplain; David today, Wednesday and Thursday is
We wish to express our deep appre- the wharf on which its plant sets Arlene
cla Ion <to our relatives, friends and and which is known as the Thorn
Howard, gate keeper; Carol How 2, 6 35 and 8 p. m. The two features
neighbors for the use cf cars and for
the beautiful flora! tributes, also for dike and Hix Wharf, and rebuilt ard. Ceres; CFlcra Wiley, Pomona; are “A Christmas Carol,’’ with
the many expressions at sympathy, ln
Owen and Kathleen
our bereavement at the death of its plant almost entirely, raising Carolyn Payson, Flora, and Nola Reginald
Mr- Ruth Carroll Smith
Lockhart
and
’Bringing
Up
the
building
of
the
lobster
plant
Castner.
lady
assistant
steward.
Gordon S Smith and daughter, T.
J. Carroll. Mrs. Grace Cotburn. H and rebuilding the wharf which Mr. and Mrs. Willis bloody, Sr., have Father’’ based
on the original
Maurice Carroll and Benlah Packard.
had been damaged by the heavy been elected matron and patron of newspaper feature by George Mc
Dance the old year out and the storms of the past two Winters.
this juvenile Grange, and honorary Manus.
Air transportation of lobsters members, thus far are. Mrs. Helen I
New Year in at the American Leg on New Years ball. Music by came into its own with the open Castner, Mrs. Eva Barbour, and !
Wayne 'Drinkwater’s 13-piece band. ing of the Rockland Municipal Miss Phpllis Payson. Name of this ,
Dancing from 9 p. m. until 1 a. m Airport; first by Maine Air Cargo juvneile Grange will be chosen
Noisemaking novelty favors and Express, later taken over by inter later, and tentative plans are for
-efreshments. If you do not dance, ests led by Capt. William H. Win one meeting each month through- I
the purchase of a ticket may win capaw, Sr., and now known as out the Winter.
the door prize: A 7-foot Kelvina- Maine Air Transport Company.
A RED HOT
tor refrigerator.—adv.
The firm operates two DC-3 cargo The circle supper at the Metho
SPECIAL
planes and a PBY 5-A in services dist Church has been postponed
from
Wednesday
to
Thursday
of
U. S. SURPLUS
from the Maritime Provinces to
Rockland and from Rockland to this week.
4-EYELET
Boston and New York.
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
Landings for the port by species
To assist taxpayers in filing their
follows:
PERFECT FOR
original or amended Declarations .
978.887
Haddock,
A WORK RUBBER
of Estimated Tax for 1946 on or
1.160,208 before Jan. 15, 1947, a deputy colCod.
40*5,917
Hake,
lee* or will be at the Rockland Post
Halibut,
5,836 1
Office Jan. 2 to 15, except Satur
. Cusk.
149.192
days
and Sundays, also to assist
Flounders,
467,997 |
taxpayers
in filing their 1946 in
Shark,
2,173
come
'tax
returns.
Jan. 2 to March
Scallops,
112,790
15
.
1947,
excopt
Saturdays and
' Herring,
15.137.280 '
WHILE THEY LAST
15,382.386 Sundays. Hours, 8 to 5.
Redfish,
Hector
G.
Staples.
Pollock,
2,039,646
SEE OUR AD ON
Deputy Collector.
Catfish,
55,663
PAGE TWO
Whiting,
18,920
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
890
j Spawn,
Mixed Ground fish,
17,500
THREE trained rabbit hounds, for
Alewives.
342,400 *nli> one rptn^ternd with papers: 163
NEW COUNTY RD.
105 It
462,235
j Mackerel,
ROCKLAND
2,560
, Haddock Fillets,
22.901
Redfish Fillets,
11. S. RUBBER

ROCKLAND, MAINE, will be beld In the City Council Room,

The Rexall Store

J
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GABARDINE SKI PANTS
$12.95, $13.50. $20.00

TO

HOMUUPPLYCO

“GENE’S”

vu-u-j

"AT THE SIGN OF THE NEON CLOCK ”

^3

n.p
fh

258 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, Opp. Stanley’s Garage
GENE SELLS FOE LESS
BECAUSE
IT COSTS HIM LESS TO SELL

ROCKLQNl)
MOinf

ROCKPORT TEL 2AM

105-ti

Where Willow and Rankin Streets Meet
579-589 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 939-W

WALDOBORO

WARREN

ft ft ft ft
MRB ISABEL LABS
•twreapondeot

ftftftft

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

ALENA L. STARRETT
Oorrespondeot

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Ellis have re
ceived word from their son, Capt.
Alfred Ellis, announcing his safe
arrival in Tokyo. Capt. Ellis ex
pects to remain there two and onehalf years.
Mre. W. G Labe was a visitor
Friday in Damariscotta.
Rev. and Mrs. George R. Price
i.rr.ved home Thursday from Bel
mont, N. H.
Fred Bill of Westbrook was week
end guest of John Burgess.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Crowell
and family of Portsmouth, N H„
passed the week-end at W H.
Crowell’s.
is in

L. Richards

St

Petersburg, Fla., for the W.nter.
A public supper and dance will
be held Wednesday at the Odd Fel
lows hall. Supper will be at 6 and

the dance at 8
Miss Laura Gardner of Machias
has been guest of Mr. and Mrs,
Kenneth Weston.
Mrs. Emma A. Folsom, 77, died
Saturday at her home on Union
road, five weeks after the death of
her husband. Mrs. Fcl.som was a
native of Liberty, daughter of
William and Mary E Emerson. She
is survived by a daughter, Miss
Nettie Folsom of Warren. Services
were held from the Flanders Fun
eral Horne, Rev. Harold Nutter of
Washington officiating. Interment
was in Comery cemetery.

CLASSIFIED

MHe OS4
Coi resl
Tel

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

TW 48

Telephone 78

VINA!.

Washington, Jan. 1—Christmas Treasury undelivered. This man
is over and when you read this the now has to fill out a form stating
New Year will be on its way. Al- that the money has not been rethough it is pleasant to reminisce ceived by him, and giving his
Miss Agnes Wiley of North War
the past is history and there is present address, over his own sigren is visit ing“Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
much to do ahead of us. Unless nature before the check will be rePost, and Mr. and Mrs. Warren
C«rolyn Harmon
Theresa Caron
Raymond Smith
Mary Putnam
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
we can profit by reviewing our ac- leased by the General Accounting
Taylor in Quincy, Mass
serted once for 54) cents, two times for 75 eenta. Additional
' compl ishments and mistakes we Office.
lines BI cents each foi one time; 20 cents tor two times. 1-Ive
UPERIOR records of achievement in 4 II Clothing, Food PreparaTeen Timers will meet at 3.30,
Another case is thai of a woman ,
tion, Girls’ Record and Poultry award programs hav« Wbh 1946 state ■must be on tlie move planning for
small
words to a line.
Wednesday at the Congregational
championship honors for four Maine club members. Each receives an'the future.
who has not received her refund, i
Snecial Notice! All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertisements
Chapel. Each member is requested all-expense trip to the 25th Anniversary National 4-H Club Congress
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
in Chicago, Dec. 1-5: The winners, who were selected by the state club 1 I have already discussed cutting When looking into this case I
to take own box lunch, and the
taxes about which we hear so tound that the check was mailed to
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
office, and brief outlines of their records follow:
meeting will be followed by a New
much,
and
am
of
the
same
opinion
her
on
June
4
lhat
51
was
cashed
ord in the National 4-H Poultry
Carolyn Harmon, 17, of Perham,
Years party at Glover hall, to
Achievement Activity. During five
and
now ’n ^he
was named state winner in thc 1946
which, each member may invite National 4-H Clothing Achieve years in club work, he raised 500 as before that “the cart must not on tbe
TO LET
be placed before the horse.” In- Treasury as a cancelled check. A LOSTAND FOUND
one guest. Should the weather ment Activity for having the top fowl. Raymond won $5.00 in cash
vestigatlons into almost even thing photostatic copy of the signature
space (live or dead, to
be unfavorable, the meeting and ranking record of sewing, making prizes on exhibits, which brought
silver filigree, lost Dec letSTORAGE
ler automobiles or furniture 6o
will be made and forwarded to her 38 BRACELET,
his estimated income from all 4-H
over or mending 289 garments for
are
being
talked
about,
but
this
re

on High, Limerock or Ma-£ =>-«• Grace St TEL C48 M
105" R
social will be Jan. 8. Recently in- herself and other members nf the projects tQ $1,959.48. Four state co
MRS.
FERN'E SPRING.
for identification. If she finds it Rockland.
105 It
quires
energy
and
money,
and
alWaldoboro.
Tyl
93
3.
_______
ONE
light
housekeeping
apar
mew
winners
who
each
received
a
$25.00
it.ated were Misses Annette and family. She also dressed dolls and
is not her signature, it will be a
to let: also a two -com apartment
U. S. Savings Bond are: Arthur though some investigations are im
made
gingham
animals
and
clothes
YELLOW
cat
with
white
under
chin,
Rae Cogan, Joan Maxey, Marion
case for the Federal Bureau of lost. Answers to name "Mirkev partly furnished. TEL 839-W 105-t
Caron, Auburn; James Plunkett,
for the poor children in her com
Farris, Faye Payson, Janet Phil munity. She won many placings on Bridgton; Stanley Ellsworth, portant, a great deal depends on
Please call at 36 Brewst?r St . or TFJ .
EMAIL 3-room house, furnished •<,
Investigation.
constructive
action.
1051-M Reward.______ _ ____ iOu'l let. Children allowed MRS. Wil l iam
Farmington,
and
Robert
Waltz,
cash
prizes,
bringing
Ihe
estimate!
brook, Marion Starrett, and Mar
MJPIJIILA. Owl's Head. Rockland
LIGHT tan pup with collar found ol
value of her sewing project to I’assadumkeag.
Since the elections—and the Re
Cooper's Beach Road.
105‘lt
jorie Penney.
JOHN
CUR
RY.
109
P
a
rk
S
t
_______
.05
1
Mary
Putnam,
17,
of
Monroe,
is
$985.00. Her trip award was pro
FURNISHED apartment to let
7
publican
victory
—
there
have
been
NOTICE
ls
hereby
given
of
the
loss
The High School Alumni Associa vided by the Educational Bureau the state's top “all around” 4-H many ideas and statements as
Park St
TEL. 330_________________ 10*tl
of
deposit
book
number
8816
and
tne
UNION
;<rl in 1946. tier achievements as
the Spool Cotton Co. Carolyn
tion meets Jan. 7 at the Junior of
ROOMS to let. BRUNSWICK HOL'sF
owner of said book asks for duplicate
. hown in the National 4-H Girl’s there are issues and problems. This
has been a 4-H Club member for
XX ZS
in accordance with the provisions of 204 Main St. Tel. 916.
A XX xx
1U2-4
High School building, for discus seven years.
Record Activity include preparing
the State low KNOX COUNTY TRUST
indicates
that
with
the
reconven

FURNISHED
apartment
to
let
)77
MRS
OHARICTTE
HAWHB
and
serving
998
meals;
baking
Theresa Caron, 20, of Auburn,
CO, Rockland bv Lendon Jackson.
sion of matters pertaining to the
two nice rooms, flush, portable bath
Treas..
Rockland,
Me
.
Dec.
31.
1946
receives her trip award, provided 1,340 batches of bread and pas ing of Congress many bills will be
Correspondent
105-T 4 two large closets, newly decorated. ,,
schools. The Parent-Teacher As by Servel, Inc., for having the tries; sewing, making over or
burner and range: also single furnished
XX
introduced in an effort to bring
X*
"
small
black
hand
bag
lost
Satur house of two small room.-, and llu-i
sociation will also attend this meet best* 1946 4-H Food Preparation mending 99 garments, and canning
day
Dec.
21
inside
cr
ln
front
of
Crock

DELIA YORK '111 Pleasant St Te
about
better
government
While
Telephone 2-31
4,138 jars of foods. Mary also made
ett's S ore, containing Rosary beads, 307-W_____________________________101 ing, which will open at 7.30. Inter Achievement record in the state. many
home
improvement
articles,
During seven years in club work,
amendments to laws are needed in
and sum of money Reward. E MUR
HEATED rooms to let at the l’oss
esting points on high schools, and she planned, prepared and served gave ten demonstrations, and won
RAY. 36 Camden St Tel 639-W
79 lf
many
cases,
a
perfect
law
can
be
105*1* HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel 8060
The Church of the Nazarene will
the area school plan will be an average of 365 balanced meals, many placings on her exhibits, in
$185.00 in cash prizes, ruined by poor administration. hold a watch night service tonight
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss
brought cut by a committee from including numerous dishes and cluding
of deposit book numbered 28303 and
bakings, and put up 20 lunches. which brought her estimated in Therefore, it appears to me that it
FOR SALE
from 10.30 to 12. Rev. Malcolm the owner of said book asks for dupli
the Thomaston Parent-Teacher As She completed 19 projects, six of come from 27 completed projects
cate tn accordance with the provision
will
be
wise
to
proceed
slowly
until
Burgess will be in charge ol this of the State Law ROCKLAND SAV
sociation. All citizens interested which were in food preparation. to $3,900.67. She served her 4-H
''OOXFD rugs, chair seats, hooked
INGS BANK,
by
Edward J
Hellier
it is determined that the inef service.
Club as leader for two years and
Theresa served her club in many
rug patterns, frames, hooks, wool maare invited to attend this open offices, and gave 19 talks on 4-H
Pres
Rockland
Me.
Dec.
24.
1946
tet
.a and Cu-hl-’s rtves f r
.. e
president for three. Mary entered ficiency is in the law rather than
1O3*T 2 BESSIE M HARADEN 234 Limerocl, St
Harlow Brown is ill at the home
four judging contests, four dress
meeting.
Club work before various groups.
______________________
10j 8
revues and three livestock show the administration of the law. If of his daughter, Mrs. Christine
She has done most of tlie cooking
A watch night serveie of five and
NEW
5-50-17
tire
for
sale
manship contests. She handled 38
TEL.
housekeeping for a family of
in the law, Congress must make Barbour.
948 M
WANTED
105 1
periods, opening at 8 o'clock, to 12 and has always been very effi sheep and raised four animals in
changes—if in the administration
1946
STROMBERG
Carlson
Radio
her
dairy
project.
Her
trip
award
cient
in
all
of
her
work.
The Methodist W.S.C.S. will meet
night, and continuing to midnight,
KITTENS wanted at once;
long Console style for sale, price #25 Ca 1
Raymond Smith, 16, of Limerick, is provided by Montgomery Ward. of the law. Department and Agency Thursday afternoon aB the par haired,
healthy.
DELIA YORK. Ill 6 Rockland St.
I(*5-i
will be held at the Baptist Church. wins the Chicago trip award pro Mary has been a club member for heads must change their ways.
Pleasant St
Tel, 124 R._________ 105if
DODGE
(1938)
‘
i-ton
panel
track
sonage.
Members
are
asked
to
take
An invitation Is extended to the vided by Swift & Co. for his rec seven years.
OVERCOAT for sale, brown, size 40. new paint job and heater $550: cam
Jan 2 is the day Republican 1 or send garments to be made over worn
I
three times, cost $27.50. sell for operated music machine, $35. p o
public to attend any or all of the
JJJ of these activities were conducted tinder the direction of tne
$20: leather jacket, $3: sheep lined BOX 351. Bath.
Congressmen hold their caucus or .
105“it
for
children
overseas.
vest, heavy rubbers YORK 111 Pleas
Extension Service of the State Agricultural College and USDA co
program, the individual free to
BUrCK
motor
(1941,
in
A-l
e-ivane
conference
and
select
their
candij
105tf
operating.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Young of ant St.
for .sale. TEL 716 W
105 2
leave at any time, this arrange
dates for Speaker, Doorkeeper and
MIDDLE AGED woman in need of a
HORSES
Can
you
use
a
tar
of
ton
Portland
have
been
v.siting
several
home, would llkp housekeeping posi
ment made for the convenience
other House of Representative of- ' days at Vivian Hannan’s.
tion Will go out of city. Best af ref horses? Write J F. TEAL. Keosauqua
at the Kinney poultry farm
________________
105*2
of members who wcrk on New
ences.
MYRTLE E RAYMOND. 686 Iowa.
ficials, also committee changes.
Oyster River.
Main St.
105-1
NEW. never used, large size, univer^
John
Dornan
of
Boston
spent
Years Day. The evening will be diOn Jan. 3. at 12 o clock, the new' Christmas at James Dornan’s.
OIL burners repaired and installed sal gas range for sale. Chime oven
Mrs. Maurice
Hahn received
TEL
1 vided at 10.15 into a social activi
Prompt service. HAROLD MARSTON, aboiutely smokeless broiler.
105-3
Congress
meets-246
Republicans,,
Mr
,
andl
Mrs
wiliiams
1371,2 Union 6t.
TEL 1451.
105*1 H 35 -R._____________________
ties intermission, with refreshments word Friday of the death of her
NEW
Philco
:
DeLuxe
combination
188 Democrats, one American La- and Mr> and Mrs John pierce
ALL- ROUND carpenter ready at once
sister-in-law, Mrs. Leslie Stoddard
served by the Baptst Ladies Cirrcle.
fcr anv kind of job. For further in model 1213. new Philco portable mode'
bor
members
take
the
oath
which
were
recent
visiters
in
Conway,
formation TEL. 425-R.
105-1 350. new Philco auto radios, modes
400 and 100, G. E. Sunbcwls. brol’erThe program will be: at 8 p. m„ in North Stratford, N. H.
binds them to support the Consti- n. H.
FURNITURE wanted to upholrcer, toy electric washers, Calkins break
George G. Teague
first period, directed by Young
called
for
and
delivered.
T.
J.
FLEMfor sale. All at reduced price8
tution of the United States—elect
Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce of ,TN<4 19 Birch St Tel. 1430-W 10-T tf fasters
THOMASTON RADIO SALES & SERV
People’s Society of which Richard
Services for George G. Teague,
105*l
the Speaker and other House of- Athens, Ohio who have been visiting
GIRL or woman wanted for general ICE, Main St. Tel_20 3.
Butler is the president; second 80, who died Dec. 19 at the Mae
housework, to go to Boston with small
SECOXDJHANiD furniture tfor sale”
ficials, and adjourn.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams, adult family, plain cooking. TEL. also
man's overcoat and ladv's coat
period, at 8.45 p m , Raymond Ken- Murray Nursing Home, Camden.,
152-4, Waidoboro.
104-105 sizes 40 iFrlday and Saturday after
Congress meets next on the fol will return this week.
105*1
niston, Superintendent of the Sun- were held Dec. 22, at the Simmons
boat wanted, not to exceed noons at 668 [Main St, Apt 1
lowing Monday, Jan. 6 at 12 o’clock.
Vernon Ripley is visiting his 25SPEED
m p h. Write, or be:ter still, call
THREE
phase
Westlnghouse
electric
day School; third period, 9.30 p. m. Funeral Home. Rev. H. I. Holt of
According to custom the President mother. Gertrude Travis, in New at JOHN N JOHNSON S St George. motor. 440 v. 30 h. p. 1750 r.p.m for ale
__________________________________ 106*105 TEL. 481-M.
105-2
to 10.15 p. m., Chester Wyllie, a Camden officiated, and interment
is expected to come to the Capitol York.
SMALL
unfurnished
apartment
CHEVROLET motor (1935) and partdeacon of the church; social activi- was at Necombe cemetery,
immediately, by young couple. radio. 5 good tires. 17" and tube-.
and address the joint meeting of
Knox Pomona Grange meets Jan. wanted
Best of references. TEL. 924
103tf CANDAGE, 194 Camden St . City.
ties period, Rev Lee A. Perry, from
Mr. Teague had 'been in ill
the House and Senate on the sate 4 with Seven Tree Grange.
'
104 “105
GOLD coins wanted. (U. S. or foreign, ___ _________ ■
10.15 p. m„ to 11.15; and the final health the past few years, and hao
of the Union at this time. This
Mrs. Charlotte Hawes has been in liberal premium, over face value on
POWER PLANTS
all U. S. gold pieces.
Any Amount. Serviceable, easy and economical to
period also by the pastor. Rev. Mr. been cared for at the nursing home
message will be followed on Jan. 8 Waltham, Mass., as guest of Mr. Call anywhere
COLLECTORS, Box operate CATERPILLAR Diesel pow<-r
106*4 plants
Perry, will include Holy Commun- at Camden, since last August,
for
mills—factories—logging
by the President’s report of his and Mrs. Alfred Moon and Mr. and 834. Rocklanrt
operations,
etc.
Exclusive Maine
WILL
buy
second-hand
furniture,
ion prayer and devotional talk, j Mr. Teague was one of this
Mrs.
Lewis
Ryan.
Council of Economic Advisors and
small lots or contents of houses, rugs, Distributors. SOUTHWORTH. Maine's
pictures tools, settees, or what Finest Machine Shop, 30 Warren Ave
"Meeting Crises in Life.”
town’s oldest residents, and had led
Miss Hazel Day- returned Sunday dishes,
on Jan. 10 by the 'Budget message.
have you. Call anywhere. A. L. TY Portland. Maine. Tel. 4 1424
(E)
The Civic Players will meet Wed- a very active life up to the past
All are eagerly waiting for the to Bangor after spending two LER. Box 834. Rockland Tel 392-R
LOBSTER
boat
for
sale.
23'
Ion
1'
102*4 beam 6'3”. All equipped for lobsterlng'
nesday at the home of Mrs. Willis few years. Following his retireChief Executive’s statement and weeks' vacation with her parents,
TABLE model electric sewing ma Call at RAY'S, 63 Park St. Tel H20
chine wanted. C E. GROTTON, 564 Main ____ ______
Vinal.
Members who attend, are ment as an employe in Rice HutMr. and Mrs. George Day.
' 105 1
recommendations.
St Tel. 1091W___________________ lOltf
TWO letter presses for sale, size
« ♦ ♦ ♦
reminded to take a serving tray, i chins shoe shop, he was janitor for
Misses Madolyn Hawes and Eva
CHIMNEYS to clean.
I am still lO’zixlZ'.a.*’ Practically new
See MR
When an employe leaves Govern
cleaning chimneys, with all work guar PEtiRY a . this office.
Mr and Mrs. William S. Blarney over a quarter centurY at the High
104tf
anteed and prices reasonable. Sixteen
ment service, if he has worked less
oJ?
UMBER
iOt
for
sale
'
FRANK
RUS

and daughters, Miss Helen Blarney, ®c^°°1 building. His work was
years ln the business. Free inspection. SELL. 140 Thomaston street
104*105
ARTHUR GROVER. Tel. 953-.W or
than five years, he can have re
and Miss Ruth Blarney of Strat- faithfully and well done, and when
212 W_________________ ______________ 90t.T
DRY, round, hard wood mixed with
funded the amount of money with
some soft wood, $16 50 per cord load,
ford, Conn., and Ray Rasmussen unable to do the more active part
ATTENDANT NURSES
sawed stove size. ED COFFIN. Tei.
A NEW CLASS STARTS FEB. 17
held from his salary for his Civil
853-22 after 6 p. m.
104 105
of Bridgeport, Conn., fiance of Miss of his work’ he took care that a
Thirteen months' hospital training,
Service retirement refund.
weekly cash allowance, no expense
SMALL, hard wood sawed stove size,
RUth Blarney, have been guests of substitut€ was Provided. This conwhile training, diploma
Open to $11 50 per
load, excellent kitchen
| Many cases have been called to
physically lit young wemen at least wood. ED COFFIN Tel 853-22 after
Rev. and Mrs Lee A. Perry at the scientious attitudue toward his po
17
years
and
6
months
of
age
with
P_m;__________________
104-105
my attention where the refunds
sition was characteristic of all
Baptist parsonage.
one or more years of high school edu
ENGLISH Springer Spaniels for sale,
cation
Write today to SUPT . Union fine
have not been received. Some of
matters in his life, where he felt
of liver and whites Whehied
The Woman’s Club will meet
Hospital, Lynn Mass.
96 8 Nov. llt'.er
24. Taking orders now
Dam
these are because of the huge
he should live up to hLs duty.
MILLER'S trucking, furniture moved daughter of Con Ch. Bruce of Inver
Thursday night. Program subject,
coal, wood and rubbish hauled, also Price $35
C. M STANFORD. Wa/rte,
amount of work before the ComBorn in this town, he was the
of which Miss Frances Spear is the
orders for Christmas trees taken TEL Maine.
son of James H. and Ellen Hender
m issson that the case has not been
318 MK___________________________ 98 105
CORDWOOD. round. 70 cords will
chairman, will be, "Public Schools,”
ANTIQUES wanted.
I am particu sell whole lot. or In 2-cord truck loads
son Teague, Mrs. Cora Teague,
reached, while others were sent to
and the mee:ng will be open to the
larly interested In purchasing tine old delivered within radius of 25 mile
his wife, died several years ago.
addresses from which the recipient
Don't let your child be sluggish or
furniture in any quantity I also buy HAROLD B KALER, Washington Tel.
public.
Four speakers will be
old
glassware and dishes.
w. J. 5~25______
100-105
dull I If he needs o laxative, use
had moved and have been returned
Mr. Teague was a 50-year mem
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden 94-105
heard: two present day teachers,
APPLES, Delicious, Northern Spies.
particular
care
in
its
selection.
Dr.
to the Treasury.
ber of St. George Lodge, F A.M.,
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must Baldwins
PARKER DEANE
Tel
Miss M. Shirley Castner, and Mrs.
True's Elixir is a proven, depend
be healthy. Call either ROBERT GREA Lincolnville, 6 21.
ioo*2
One case recently called to my
and the oldest member of the lodge
SON, Washington, Tel. 6 19 or DODGE
able remedy—mild, not harsh—
Anna Wolf, their subject ."Pres
clean fuel oil barrels for sale.
FUR FARM. Rockland, 853 23, after C.NICE,
at time of his death. He was a
attention was that of a young
564 Main St Tel.
in
family
use
for
97
years.
ent Day Problems;” and two .re
6 P- m
83tf 1091 EWGROTTON,
________
_________________ MU
member of the board of trustees of
man who made application for his
Covfton,
un
on/y
at
dir^ded.
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live . DOUBLE tenement, 1 ti-story house
tired teachers, Mrs. Lula Cunning
poultry.
Call ISADORE POUST 41 for sale. 72 Crescent St. a good ln<he Warren Academy Fund.
refund about a year ago. Not
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Tillson Ave, City.
Tel 1396 office vestme-nt.__ TEL 291-W.
ham, and Mrs. Ida Mallett, who
99tf
having received his check after
Surviving are a sister, Mrs Delia
residence 1221
29tf
have been doing substitute work,
HOUSE, 1 *t, stories for sale at 43 Pa
ANTIQUES wanted Will pay highest clfic St. make nice home or good In
waiting a year he asked me to find
Hayes of Somerville, Mass., a
prices. CARLTON H. RIPLEY. Cam
their subject, •'Problems of the
vestment.
TEI,. 291-W for partlcuout what caused the delay. An in
brother, Edward of San Diego,
den St. Terrace
Tej. 41 M
104tf i?
rs___ _ __________ ____________
99U
Past." Hostesses will be Mre. Abbie
USED furniture and stoves wanted
Calif., a niece. Miss Marie Hayes
vestigation shows that the check
LTVE
halt
for
sale.
Minnows
graded.
Newbert, Mrs. Florence Davis, Mrs.
We will pay cash or trade for new Four sizes, fxom 3 4” to 5” Wholesab'
of Somerville, Mass.
was mailed <0 him at a former ad
Call 1154
V F STUDLEY INC . 283 prices on orders of one gal or more.
Inez Mathews, Mrs. Lina Smith
Main St. . Rocklanrt
’ satf R. W. TYLER. South Thomaston.
dress, he having moved soon after
Bearers were, brother Masons,
Telephone 243-31.
97-tf
and Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
making application for the refund
Oscar Starrett, Elbert Starrett,
FITTED or hard cord wood for sale.
Mrs. Inez Mathews, who has been Benjamin Starrett, and Edgar
roadside or
delivered
CHARLE9
The check was returned to the
MISCELLANEOUS ODELL.
North Waldoboro
Tel Wal
in Portland, receiving treatment Wiley
Members of St. George
doboro,
56-12.
97-10:
FIRE wood sawed, prompt service
at the Maine General Hospital, is Lodge att€nded in a body,
first class machine. P H DILLAWAY
RANGE burnerg for sale; 564 Main
No 1 Highway. Warren. Tel. 35 41. ’ St is headquarters for all makes of
passing a few days at her home in j Among those from out of town,
____________ ___________________ 101 *T 105 burners, DeLuxe. ABC. and Sllenl
this town.
who attended the services, were
INTERESTED
IN WINTER
fl&taine Glow, long sleeve burners; also Dia
burners and other makes in
I i Making repairs on your boat and plan- mond
* Sieet Chasers
James Kinney is a surgical pa- Miss
Hayes of Somerville,
ining ahead for Spring Maine Coast limited lots. Buy your burner of a
man
who
knows burners with 15 years
, Fishermen carries up to-the-minute flsh- ln the business.
tient at Knox Hospital. During his Mass, Mr and Mrs stuart Burg^sg
AT OUR YARD FOR
These burners are
Electric Defrosting Panels
i ing news and c mplete reports on new
guaranteed to burn C. E GROT
absence, his brother, Arthur Kin- and Mrs HteAetht Roblnson o£
types of gear and equipment. Send $1 00 all
to Box 6 MA TNE COAST P*ISHHRMAN, TON, T«k. 1Q91-W________________ 95tf
ney of Rockland, is doing the work Rocklandi Mr and Mrs. Charles
L Belfast. Me. for one year's subscrlpPOT-TYPE living room heater for
II tion.
-**
•sale
C. E GROTTON. 564 Main St.
104tf
(Prices Subject to Market Fluctuations)
Taylor of South Hope, Mr. and
Tel.
1091 W
o-f
BEEF. Pork Lamb and Veal, live
weight, wanted; also new milch cows
VENETIAN
Blinds.
custom-built,
Mrs. Alton Taylor of Camden, Mrs.
! milkers and springers.
Highest pos aluminum or flexi steel, all sizes. De
A. P. Heald and Mrs. Percy Dem
sible prices paid. RAYMOND GENTH livery approximately 3 weeks. StandNER
A
SON.
Tel.
Waldoboro
33 3 or ard sizes In stock.
Call UNITED
mons of Thomaston.
11 Rockland 813-15
fn.fT HOME SUPPLY CO , 579 589 Main 6t.
6 T Street, Rear Miller’s Garage, Rockland, Me.
Rockland Tel. 939-W
9Gtf
10l-tf
WHOLESALE and retail beef, pork
i All forms of insurance. Frank
Burgess will return Wednesday to lamb and veal, for sale. Custom butch
D .Rowe. Tel. Warren 2-22; mail.
ering of all kinds. Rockville Abattoir,
j the University of Maine.
formerly the Oscar W. Carroll proper
• Thomaston. R. D. 1.
95tf
ty, now owned by RAYMOND GENTH
ftftftft

ftftftft

Thomas

Maine 4-H’ers Win Chicago Trips

Byley Lyford
was Christmas
Mrs. Abbott M.Miss Ellen W; |
14. H., spent Cl
her mother, Mr.
Mr and Mrs
Thursday to th
ches-ter, N. Y., alt
mas with relatr.
Paul Christie ,
Christmas with
Tena Christie.
Christie.
Mrs. Minnie Fi

S

XX
A A

Boston

to

day

spend the Winn

Alice Stri
Etthelyn StMalcolm Hopk
to Worcester, M
ing Christmas w
the home of I,
Ivan Nickers
Wesleyan Unit
Conn., was gues
the holidays H<
by Henri Salai
Mass., also a stu
Mr. and Mrs.
son Albert of Ahi

Mrs.

Mlss

XX
>X

of their son, Dr

Guests at "TIh
the past two
Smith, A L
Sexton and P

H
F

BITLER SAYS

These are t

YES

WE

HAVE

Dr. John M. Yamasaki, under a
recent new policy of the Gov
ernment, has received his first
U. S. citizenship papers. He is
the first ‘‘Issei’ (Born in Japan)
in the Los Angeles area to suc
ceed in obtaining his first pa
pers. He is a clergyman of the
Episcopal Church, serving as
General Missionary at St.
Mary’s Church. He has been ia
this country since 1904.

JANUARY
SALE
EXTRA!EXTRA!

BOYS’ HEAVY
CORDUROY
LONGIES
REG. S5.95 GRADE

SLASHING
LOW PRICE

WINTER
AUTO
NEEDS

*1*

I

1

Anti-Freeze

Note th|

* Truck Chains
* Motor Heaters
* Defroster Fans

1. Men's
4-bucl

2. Menis
buckb

3. Men’s
handst
Boys

UH.TRUh

y

SEF OUR AD
PAGt TWO

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP
ROCKI.AND

HIGHEST

CHAINS
ANTI-FREEZE
BATTERY CHARGED
CAR OR TRUCK WINTERIZED
GENUINE FORD PARTS
ACCESSORIES
WHITE SIDEWALL RIMS
FOG LIGHTS
EXPERT SERVICE WORK

T
• 01
n
p
s

?

COME TO YOUR

Gas on Stomach
R*Ih,c4 ia 5 aunWM ut
,wa omm, back

WALDOBORO GARAGE fO.
•"

WALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND

Greyhound bus tickets to all
points on sale at Hillcrest Home
stead, Route L Warren.
lOl'T-4

During the first four months of
1946 the estimated fire loss in the
United States was 60 percent great
er than in 1945.

MERCURY—FORD—LINCOLN
HEADQUARTERS

V

John H. Miller, Owner

96-tf

PRICES

PAID

MORRIS GORDON & SONS

BITLER CAR AND
HOME SUPPLY

In Japan, in arranging flowers
by using buds, foliage and stems,
the plant’s habits of growth are
shown.

T
1
.R
cu
s

ELIXIR *

SCRAP IRON AND METALS

* Chain Tighteners
* Monkey Links
* Seat Covers

ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR COLD WEATHER DRIVING

When nres, etomsrt) ecld caueei painful. (uffocatln( (*s, sour stumech and heartburn, doctors usual),
prescribe ths fastest-setln( medteinss known for
■rmptomatir relief—msdlrinea like those tn P-H-an>
Tsbleti. No lasstlre. Bell-ans brines comfort In a
IlCj ot num bottle 19 ue fee double aiuoe/ back. ZJu.

LAST CHANCE TODAY

Tel. 677

470 Main St.,

Rockland

SEE THE NEW 1947

u.s.

For years Michigan State wihsed
for a right halfback who could toss
i lefthanded passes. This year the
! four top right halfbaaks are southpaws.

KELVINATOR

A * GOOD
JOB FOR YOU
. i i';.’ • •'5:
.s '- .
■

5. Rubb*
18” 4]

To be given away at the American Legion New Years
Ball. Buy your tickets here, we will deposit stub for

you.

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II
AUTHORIZED KELVINATOR DEALER

509-513 MAIN ST., ROCKLANO, PHONE 1392-M

Our
Ambulance Service
Dims FunerhlHi

DMES

--*-*-»4*
ill 11-----111 . . .. AT.
:
3-- _
THOMASTON - rtL.lii
BOCKLAHD-tEl A!0„ kOQjknir-f|(.

6.

7. Rubber!

8. Rubber!

NER <fe SON. Route 17. at RockvUle,
Tel 813-15. or Waldoboro 33 3 Open
week days 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. and Saturdays 9 a. m. to 9 p. m
87 tf
COKE for sale, $16.00 ton delivered
In Rockland and surrounding towns.
New River soft coal. J. B PAULSEN.
Thomaston. Tel. 62._______________8Ftf

9. Heavy
10. Reiis H|
wool

GRANITE LIVES FORFVER
Granite walks (any width), fliepaces.
posts (anv size), boat moorings, step*,
flagging, chips, and dust for drlvewaya
(no more mud), rip rap for all klnda
of flllg and dock work, pier stone, wa'la.
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and mcnumental stone, posts foi
property markers and bulldln; sup
ports.. We w.ll deliver anywhere. Ask
us about gienlte All loaded on ycur
truck. Estimate* gladly submitted, no
obligation
JOHN MEEHAN & BON,
Clark Island. Me.
Tel Bockland 21-1>
A. C. HOCKIHG.
Tel Tenant's Harbor M-12

»»*>

The most common chemical wat
er softener is washing soda,

Ski Bol

•

ii

i
^413 I

1'11

Z

TuesBay-Frfctey

’uesday-Frfdap

A Born Inventor

VINALHAVEN

ADS

ZN
Z>

ZN
ZX

ZN

Ur,

e*

MKfl OSCAR C. IZlNK
Correspondent
ZN ZN
ZN

TIVE
[g Services

Haymond Tibbetts ot

Camden and His Success
ful Researches

xv

Tei. 86

Byley Lyford of Dover-Foxcroft
was Christmas guest of his sister
Mrs. Abbott Martin.
Miss Ellen Wareham of Exeier,
N 11., s-pent Christinas Day with
her mother, Mr.s Louise Wareham.
Mr. and Mr.s. R Mont Arey went
Thursday to their home in Ro
chester. N. Y., after passing Christ
mas with relatives here.

reed three lines Iniiiils. Additional
Lr two times. Five
I. e. advertisements
llie Courier-Gazette

Dr. Raymond W Tibbetts of
Camden, who with his son, George,
has made revoluntionary discover
ies in crystal electronic units—basic
in phonograph pic-ups, public am
plifier systems, and hearing aids—
is a modern instance of the fact
thai the inventive power is rather
like that original piece of grit in an
oyster, which starts as an irrita
tion, and ends up by drawing to it
self the elements which produce a

Paul Christie of Portland spent pearl.
Christmas with his mother, Mrs.)

O LET
spa-e (live or dead) to
iiii biles or furniture, fio
PI. C-m M____________ 105*lt

hou-»keepin'4 aparment
a two -com apartment,
TEL 839 W.
10£>-l

hod

om h u-e. furnished to
allowed MRS WILLIAM
wl > Head Rockland side
(Beach Road._______ 105-lt
apartment to let. 77
Is 330________________ 104tf
et BRUNSWICK HOUSE
Tel 916._____________ 102*4
Id apartment to let.
Hus
imts ttush. portable bath,
jset.s. newly decorated, oli
ani?e. also single furnished
small rooms and flush
K 111 Pleasant St
Tel
__________
JOLtf
urns to let at the FOSS
*ark St.. Tel 8060 .
79 tf

»R SALE
chair seats, hooked
fruines hooks, wool ma'
dv. v for sa'e.
IARABEN 234 Limerock St
______ __________106 8
r 17
tire for sale
Titer."
_____________ 105 i
OMIIBRC Carlson Radio?
m -Me. price $25 CaU
____ _______________ 106-1
B ‘ 2 ton panel truck,
md heater. $>50; coin
■ ma hlne, $35. p <3

105*it
DU >r (1941) In A-l shape
SI. 716 W______________ 1Q5 2
1 you use a tar of ton
•J F. TEAL. Keosauqua
____________________ 105*2
fr used, large size, unlverfor sale
Chime oven.
okeless broiler.
TEL
__________________ 105-3
llco DeLuxe combination
mew Philco portable model
nilco auto radios, models
O E Sun bowls, broilers,
washers. Calkins breakle. All at reduced prices.
(N RADIO SALES * SERV
Tel_20 3._________ 105*1

.sale,

These are the days to fortify vour feet against Snow,
Slush, Ice and Zero Weather.

IO4tf

_____________________ 102*2

Note these health-insuring comfort bringing
numbers:
1. Men's Heavy Duty Work Overshoes,
4-buckle, Rubber.............................................. $4.35
2. Mens Dress Overshoes, Rubbers, 4buckle, Weatherproof .... ....................... $3.95
3. Men’s Rubber Overshoes, Zipper Style,
handsome ..................

$4.50

4. Boys' all rubber 0 shoes................................... $3.45
5.

Rubber Pacs by Hood.

Army surplus.

18” 4-eyelet ..........................................................$5.95

hard cord wood for sale.
delivered.
CHARLES
h Waldoboro. Tel Wal___
97-1Of
burners for sale; 564 Main
quarters for all makes of
DeLuxe. A B.C. and Silenl
leeve burners; also Dla'ners and other makes tn
Buy your burner of a
7;n..ws burners with 15 years
-mess
These burners are
ped to burn C E CJ-ROT1091-W___________________ 95tf

JTM.f

in

>ed by

Raymond genth-

“So we

phone.

6. Ski Boots, Army Surplus, a great value $7.95
7 Rubbers, for men............................. $1.50, $1.75
8. Rubbers, for boys.............................................. $1.25

9. Heavy Duty Work Rubbers.......................... $2.25
10. Reiis Heavy Boot Socks, part wool to all
wool .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55c to $1.50

INITE LIVES FOREVER
walks (any width), flic paces.
size), boat moorings, steps.
'hips, and dust for driveways
mud), rip rap for all kinds
‘ dock work, pier stone, wa'la.
ns, curbing, paving blocks,
monumental stone, posts fol
marker* and bulldln; sup> w.ll deliver anywhere. Ask
grenlte All loaded on ycur
>thnates gladly submlttsd. no

Tenant'a Harbor 5S-1J

'the story for the second time. As
a boy he had stimulated me with
his questions. In 1943. a freshHarvard he came

to do was

to make

Camden. George came home,

Rockport, Dec. 16, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl D. Young, a son.

Cush ng, Nov. 23. to Mr. and Mrs.
ohn

Lindell.

a

daughter—Elsie

Sophia.
Deer Isle, Nov. 26, to Capt. and

Mrs. Burton A. Hiaskell, a son—
Carlyle Burton.
Deer Isle. Dec. 6.

to Mr. and

Mrs. Arthur H. Haskell, a daughter
—Carolyn Sayward.
Deer Isle, Dec. 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Barbour, a daughter.
Deer Isle, Dec. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.

Maurice J. Morey, a daughter—
Gertrude Bernice.
Rockland, Dec. 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Nota, a daughter—
Louise.
Rockland. Dec. 23. to Mr. and
Mrs. Archie W. Bowley. a daugh
ter.
Rockland, Dec. 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Rose, Jr., a son.
Rockland. Dec. 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Augusta C. Webel of Dorches
ter, Mass., a son—August.

Warren, Dec. 28, to Mr. and Mrs.

owned by C. I. Burrows was burned
Frank Haskell, a daughter.
with 50 tons of hay; loss $3500.

Warren, Dec. 28 to Mr. and Mrs.
The five Chinese boys connected
Ralph
Wentworth, a son.
witii the Main slrpet laundry, were
fa thful atten(tants Of the Metho
The marriages for this period
dist Church and were being tutored
were:
in the English language by A. W
Rockland. Dec. 14, Alvin E. Small
Gregory.
c. Vey Holman was appointed' of Rockland and Minnie B. Dou
cette of Rockport.
I State assayer.
Camden. Dec. l'i, Edward A. Al
H. L. Stevens was elected captain
den
and Marion W. Whitcomb,
of Canton Lafayette, P. M., IjO.O.F
both
of
Union.
William A. Collins died very sud-

home denl>’ after leaving Carr's Market,

and

Rockland, Dec. 8, Sherman S.
Dodge and Helen E. Decker, both

where he was employed,
===^=::=:== of Islesboro.
Glen Cove, Dec. 12. Granville C.
themselves in a definite pattern
with
P«rfect symmetry.
The®h,^les of Westbrook and Martha
mother-liquor must be kept conreg°r/°
./'p,°'C*
Lnuously agitated, but no
other
^nton. Dec io s vtn Bradforc
and Emma W. H. Jameson.
agitation is allowed. The controlRcckiand. Dec. 19, Herman Al
room adjoining keeps the standard
bion Hutchins and Miss Ethel Hall,
temiierature within 1-10 of a de
both of Camden.
&re€Portland, Dec. 22, Harold M.
111e^Sht weeks, growing almost
.Sweet and Miss Alice Hayhurst.
a plant grows, the crystal is
formerly of Rockland

From “The Exciter”

Many Officers Will Be De Being a Gossipy Review of
cided On Eve Of Legis
What Central Mainers

Are Doing

lature’s Opening
A three-corner contest for the

nomination for State Treasurer wiil
highlight tonight’s joint House and
Senate Republican caucus on the
eve of the New Years Day opening
of tlie 93d Marne legislature.
Three candidates for the Repub
lican nomination for State Treas
urer are Joseph H. MeGillicuddy,
Augusta, who seeks to resume the
post he relinquished a year ago
because of illness; State Represen
tative Frank |S. Carpenter, Augus
ta; and Albert L. Kane, Belgrade,
former State controller.
In the Senate presidency fight.
President George C. Varney. Kittery lawyer, seeks GOP renomination, contrary to tradition of late
years in which incumbents have
served only one term. Senators
Malcolm P. Noyes,. Franklin, and
Arthur G, Spear, Portland, both
veteran legislators, also have announced their candidacies and leg
islative circles report Senator Ed
ward B. Denny. Jr., Damariscotta,
as a likely candidate.
Three GOP representatives seek
the party nomination to succeed
House Speaker George B. Barnes of
Houlton. They are John F. Ward,
Millinocket,

James

B.

Perkins.

Dougherty spent

*Honey”

the

week before Thanksgiving in Glens

Falls. New York.
Elmer Kaler is proudly displaying
his 25 year pin.
The Electrical World. Nov. 9th
issue, carried an article on the
'hanges in personnel made in the
Central Maine Power Company re
cently. As a result, Robert Hudson
lias received many letters of con
gratulation.
The key men were called in to a
meeting on the New Retirement

Income Plan on Tuesday. Nov. 26.
and> due to the absence of our
home service girl, Martha Bauman
and Ruth Warren came ver to
Rockland and prepared ar.u served
a delicious lobster supper. It seemed
like old times to have Martha witii
us again.
The Simpson Construction Company of Augusta has completed
putting on a new roof at the local
gas plant.
Most of the

employes who

go

hunting take a week off, but Cliff
Allen goes out for one day and
comes back with his deer; Cliff
thinks it's all foolishness to spend
so much time after a mere deer.

Boothbay Harbor, and Nathaniel M.
Milton Rollins is building a cot
Haskell, Portland.
tage
at Crawford Iaike. and expects
So far, no one has announced
to
have
it completed bj’ early
candidacy for House clerk and Senate secretary ln opposition to Har- ' °Plin8Mentioning the hunt.ng season,
vey R. Pease, Wiscasset, and Ches
and
who isn't talking about it, when
ter T. Winslow, Raymond, Repub
every
other car on (the road seems
licans, respectively, who seek reto be loaded down with Christmas
elect.on.
Nominated for the council weTe trees and deer; H P. Blodgett deSenators Robert B. Dow, Norway, i>arted on a week’s hunting trip
to succeed Council Chairman the first week in November, and
George J. Wentworth. Kennebunk; brought back a deer. Lyford Ames
lee C. Good. Monticello, to sue- ! was away a week in the wilds ot
ceed Clarence B. Beckett, Calais; Maine and brought home an eight
Leroy F. Hussey, Augusta, to sue- point buck.
ceed Earl Fanalason, Madison;
Robert Scctt is going to Cleveland
Hervey Emery, Bucksport, to sue- 1 very soon again on another lightceed James L. Woodbury. Morrill; ing program.
and John Blanchard, Wilton, to
The Central Maine Power Com
succeed Lincoln E. Clement. Dur- pany bowling team is very active
ham. Hussey, Emery and Blanchard this Winter.
are former State Senators. CounBernard Bergren has gone into
cilors Harold W. Worthen. Bangor, the wood cutting business on the
and Harold N. Hanold, Standish, side, doing an extensive job at his
have been re-nominated.
cottage at Crockett s Beach
Attorney General Ralph W. FarNorman Whitehill has gone into
ris, Augusta, Agriculture Comm.s- ; the real estate business as an outsioner A. K. Gardner, Augusta, and sjde activity. Recently he bought a
Secretary of State Harold I. Goss piece cf iancj next to where lie lives,
are candidates for re-election and n Thcmaston, bought a house and
so far have no opposition. All are moved it on to the newly acquired
Republicans.
i property, and has also sold a piece
Democratic nominees for the ol- property jn South Thomaston,
executive Council include Robert J. |
miles of new line conMcGuire of Stonington.
struction in the Searsmont-Belmont-Morrill area plan is rapidly
ed matron of Grace Chapter. O.ES nearing completion, bringing joy to
in Thomaston.
many homes in that vicinity. The

that slip of crystal reflect the suddenly had an idea for an im- four inches long and three inches
Rockland, Dec. 20, Charles Wall
voice more faithfully.
iprovement in the mechanical ar- wide, in shape like a Dutch roof, j and Mrs
both Qf gt
"Now came the real adventure, rangement to support and actuate with razor-sharp edges
George.
Estelle Parsons was elected ma- people are very enthus;astic and
I had to deposit on the surface of the crystal.
Now it must be divided and
Rockland. Dec. 25, Mark E. Dun- tron of Seaside Chapter. O.E.S., several have
in the offl,.e
that crystal a metal conductor, I “It was so complex I didn't get sbaPed into the small crystal plates ton and Minnie G. Butler.
Camden.
complimeniting our line boys on
(hat w’ould not be just stuck on it clearly. It ,was in the now-you- witb which the gold is fused; and
Rockland, Dec. 24. Marion M.
D. A. Gross was elected master their fine Work
there, but would be in actual con- see-it-now-you-don’t stage, a sort this processing is a secret inven Haskell and Florence E. Wotton. of Pleasant River Grange, Vinal-____________________________
tact with the molecular content of of will o’ the wisp; George had it tion. Onlny one of many subordiNorth Haven, Dec. 20, Maynard haven.
the crystal.” Dr Tibbetts ex- like a vision and couldn’t put lt in- nate inventions to be credited to Greenlaw and Elizabeth Smith.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rollins was elected
plained.
to words. He passed a sleepless Tibbetts Laboratories in the comVinalhaven, (Dec. 23, Lyford O. matron of Fon-du-Lac Chapter,
Now the inventor’s patience came night with
the vision hovering mercial production of the Tibbetts warren andSadies E. Dickey,
O.ES., Washington.
irao play. You can't reason your-around and plucking at him with Monobar Crystal. One other firm Waldoboro, Dec.24, Millard T.
self into a result here You have ghostfingers; got up early, went jin the country produces crystals ofMank and GladysR. Creamer,
Knight* of Bath Explained
to try, and n> again. Edison tried ^downto the laboratory and started this sort.
Waldoboro, Dec. 24, Leo Simmons
The name Knights of the Bath is
Tibbetts is alone in its manufac- and Myrtie Butler.
3000 different materials before he I to machine his new device,
derived from the ceremony of bath
BOYS’ ALL WOOL
ing practiced at the inauguration of
ture
of
the
gold-crystal
electrode,
Warren,
Dec.
24.
Lawrence
B.
found the proper filament fnr an! “Here my machine experience
incont'e cent tube Tibbetts was helped, and between us we turned 'which produces hearing-aid ear- Wood of Kingfield and Marion E. a knight as a symbol of purity.
luckier.
He tried tin-foil—and the thing out. It was a big contri- [pieces twice as loud for its size as Copeland of Warren.
Vegetable* Only for Livestock
failed. He tried aluminum foil— bution, and it’s now incorporated any other crystal ear-piece, and, Thomaston. Dec. 24. Frank iLunit
The Fourth-century Norseman cul
microphones over half again as and Helen G. Thomas.
and failed again. But he was re in our standard product.
tivated vegetables solely for his
KHAKI COLOR
Thomaston, Dec. 25, Arnold L. livestock. He thought it was dis
lentless in pursuit of the one magi
“Well, that’s how invention ex loud. And nothing now known
graceful
to
eat
any
himself.
cal material.
pands.
You don’t pull it out of equals the faithfulness of this Page of South Warren and ElizaWHILE THEV LAST
"One Christmas morning,” he thin air. You get so saturated electrode in conveying voice tones, beth G. Benner of Augusta.
Million Taps for Map
$9 14 GKIHI
As for the market, Tibbetts InThomaston, Dec. 25, Everett Wail
says, “I was at my bench, and a with the problem that, finally the
More than a million hammer blows
book of denial gold-leaf on a shelf subconscious pushes the solution dustries has chosen the hearing- and Grace Keizer,
were necessary to make the maps
Warren, Dec. 19. Maynard WaPz for a Braille edition of a world his
caught my eye. My father had out into the conscious field. Per- aid field as easiest to reach, and is
tory.
been a dentist. I tried that gold- j haps it is a little like our crystals now negotiating with a nationally an<^ Merle Rokes.
leaf—and failed. That gold-leaf that lie in a super-saturated solu- known company which is expected Warren, Dec. 24, Floyd Castner of
Flint Glass in 1673
was one-ten thousandth of an inch tion, and . grow by taking what they to take 300,000 of these crystal Warren end Elizabeth E. Oardner
Flint glass was introduced into
units a year Two other companies |
Camden.
England early in the Seventeenth
thick. Well, then, perhaps it was j want from that solution.”
Camden, Dec. 24, Orvll L. Young century. By 1673 it was in general
too thick. Besides it was a book of I The crystal-growing room at Tib- will use each 6C3.0O3 microphones
use.
SEE OCR AH ON
ordinary gilding gold, such as sign- betts Industries is a "house within a year. Inquiries are coming in and Florence •M.♦ •Perkins
♦
PAGE TWO
painters use. That is really thin—• a house,” suspended or cushioned from Switzerland, England, Swe
Doggy Indian Custom
M. M. Cunningham was elected
four-millionths of an inch thin, all around against sho?k by heavy den, even Helsinki.
A well-dressed woman was ob
, , noble grand of Warren Lodge.
The uses of these crystal units jqqp
served in Charleston, S. C„ carry
and translucent. I said to myself, | insulation. You walk there on the
j p Headlpy
electM CQm. ing a lap poodle in a canvas bag on
'since light goes through it, the , balls of your feet, as if you had a are varied; the market is worldmolecules of this gold must be al-I very special cake in the oven, as wide. When the firm gets into full mander of Wcodccck-Cassie-Coombs her back.
production, it is expected to employ , Post vinalhaven
most separated already ’ I jvet my j indeed you have.
Teakwood 2,00« Years Old
ROCKLAND
crystal, pressed the gold-leaf on it,
The seed crystals—Rochelle salts more than 50 people.
Miss Bertha Teague was elected
Teakwood found in Ancient cave
—lie in copper tanks linedwith Says Dr. Tibbetts, “These
new nObie gj-md of Mystic Rebekah temples in southern Asia is estimat
and let it dry.
ed to be at least 2.000 years old.
"It worked. The molecules of the I stainless steel, and are immersed efforts require not only talent and Lodge in Warren,
gold were attracted to themol-'. in a super-saturated solution made persistence, but also fina nc ng and
Mrs. Howard Deane of North
ecules of the crystal as if to amag- by dissolving fragments of the same it is my hope that State of Maine Haven broke one of her hips when
net. It stuck so strongly that a sort of crrystal. This is the “mother people will support financially the ! she fell in her dooryard.
hundred pounds pull to the square liquor,” and the crystal, in grow- business founded on these discoverMrs. Addie M. Bucklin. 71, of
meh wouldn’t take it off. No glue,' ing, takes what it wants from that ies.”—Richard Hallett in the Sun- Thomaston, died in a Rockland hosno cementing material had been solution. The molecules arrange day Telegram.
(
pital
Mrs. Mary Joy of Camden was
used, nothing but water which
elected president of the Philathea
HOW YOU WILL
Club.
Quickly Relieves Distress of
Mrs. Ethelda Mathews was electBENEFIT BY READING

JANUARY
SALE

HOODED
MACKINAWS

H»« world's doily newspaper—»

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. You w,„ find

'S/>tC'a

S
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boys

CLOTHING

M&liUSHtNGS. SHOES AN? ON'Gl^S
3d 9 MAIN ST ROCKL A N ; M F

•,v

ost common chemical wal
ler is washing soda,

I say we,' because this is

j where my son George, comes mto

A little Va-tro-nol up
each nostril promptly
relieves sniffly. stuffy
distress of head colds—
makes breathing easier.

>HN MEEHAN A BON.
hd. Me
Tel Rockland 31 -t>
A C. HOCKING.

the micro-

went after

The following births were '•ecorded;
Dorchester. Mass, Dec. 3, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarenre G. Snow, a
daughter—Virginia Isabelle.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Calderwood, a son.
Rockland, Dec. 19, to Rev. and
Mrs. Benjamin P Browne, a son—
3enjamin Judson.
Thomaston. Dec. 15. to Mr. and
drs. Herbert Lewis, a son—Herbert.

Flvl

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

[’E living room heater for
GROTTON, 564 Main St.

Oh Route 17. at Rockville,
or Waldoboro 33-3. Open
9 a m. to 7 p m. and Sat
in to 9 p nt
87 tf
or 6ale. $16 00 ton delivered
ind and surrounding towns,
soft coal
J B. PAUtBEN.
i
Tel 62________________8ft f

Now in a modem microphone
there’s a diaphragm like a drumhead, and attached to this mechanically is a thin slab of crystal. Vibration causes the crystal to pro-

we now had

■ for >ale. FRANK RUS' illusion street.
104*105
ind hard wood mixed with
x -d $16 50 per cord load.
- size. ED COFFIN
Tel
« P in.______________ i04 105
|iurd wood sawed stove size,
•olid, excellent
kitchen
COFFIN
Tel 853-22 after
_____________ 104-105
mer Spaniels for sale.
81 and wii!res Whelped
'Ta ing orders now
Dam
Con Ch Bruce of Inver.
M STANFORD, Wayne.

Blinds.
custom-built,
or flexl steel, all sizes. DeIroxlmately 3 weeks. Standin stock
Call UNITED
PPLY CO. 579 589 Main St.,
Tel 939 W_______
9Ctf
SALE and retail beef, pork
al for sale Custom butchkinds. Rockville Abattoir,
Oscar W Carroll proper-

It picked up again in 1934. when

Dr. W. Lincoln West, a native of
Ro.kland. died in Belfast, aged 56.
The Auxilary to Winslow-Hol
brook Post. A. IL., elected Mrs. W.
B. Miles, president.
Miss L. Etta Philbrook fell on the
icy sidewalk, spraining one of her
hips.
Fred S. Packard who had cir
cumnavigated the globe twice in
13 months, ate his Christmas din
ner at home.
George A. Lawry sold his resi
dence on Mason c street to L. E
Blackington.
James A. Costello bought from
A. J. Rawley of Tenant's Harboi
the property known as Ram Islam
in Wheeler's Bay.
Mrs. C. H. Berry fell on an icy
sidewalk, breaking her right arm.
Ray Duff won the five-pound
candy cane at Chisholm’s store,
wtth the last guess.
The plant established by Thorn
dike & Hix was (bought by the Rock
land Coal Company.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper was elected
president of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps,
The finnan haddie plant on Atlantic wharf, owned by Deep Sea
Fisheries, Inc., was destroyed by
fire at a loss of $9020.
Joseph Potter, well known in
granite circles, d ed in Waldoboro
Parker F. Norcross sold his tlnee
cottages ^t ^Owl's Head to Dr
Thcmas N. McBeath.
A barn on upper Pleasant street,

ity,” which means, pressure elec- from his vacation and furnished
tricity. This property of the me with answers. It’s a two-gencrystal was discovered in 1880 by eration job already. My trouble
the famous Pierre Curie. This at this time was with that small
electricity is transmitted through part that actuates the crystal, and
an electro wire to a radio tube and, transforms the vibrations of the
amplified.
* voice into electricity KVe call it
"I grew a crystal .attached it to the Diabow now.
a diaphragm, and it worked. Not I "I had finished my war research
well, but still it worked. I saw that . on radar at Cambridge,
and
we were on the right track. What brought my laboratory back to

size

►OD round. 70 cords, will
- ' or ln 2 cord truck loads
Vlthln ladlus of 25 miles.
KALER Washington, Tel.
_______________ 100-105
Delicious. Northern Spies.
PARKER DEANE
Tel
C 21._________________ 100*2
an fuel oil barrels for sale.
>TTO.\ 564 Main St. Tel.
________ __________________98 tf
tenement, l’i-story house
- Crescent St. A good )nTEL 291-W.
99tf
rles
for
sale
at
43
Pa1
H'e home or good ln1191-W for partlcu99tf
ilt
Minnows (traded.
Wholesale
14" to 5
of one gal or more.
f'YI.ER. South Thomaston.
Hs 31
97-tf

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings whioh Interested
Roekland and vicinity daring the corresponding period In 1921.

duce what is called “piezo electric-j man at

See MR.

■ office

the first electric watercooler, the
first electric ice box.
Now he has pioneered in acous
tics with his crystal electrode. But
that pioneering has been of far1
slower growth than the crystal it- !
self. It began with radio.
“I was interested in amateur ra
dio as far back as 1912,*' says Dr.
Tibbetts. “I got the news in Cam
den of the sinking of the Titanic,
broadcast from the battleship Ches
ter. But for a couple of decades,
my interest in radio was just inand-out.”

head will take up these vibrations.,

____ __ _____________ >05 1
for

25 YEARS AGO

first electric ice cream refrigerator,

FOOTWEAR

oat for sale. 23' long
All equipped for lobsterlng.
" S. 63 Park St. Tel 1120

-ev

To Caucus Tonight

HEAVY DUTY

[rltlay and Saturday after" Main St
Apt 1
105*1
hum WestLnghouse electric
30 h p. 1750 r.p.m for sale
_______________ 105-2
ET motor (1936) and parts,
nod tires. 17" and tubes.
194 Camden St . City.
104*105
’OWER PLANTS
isy and economical to
1TERPILLAR Diesel power
mills—-factories—logging
etc
Exclusive
Maine
SOUTHWORTH. Maine's
nine Shop. 30 Warren Ave .
1 a 1 ne Tel 4 1424.
(E)

Practically new

m Camden the lirst combined ra
dio and victrola. He invented the

his son, Gecrge, at the age of 9, '
Dr. Tibbetts is a bom inventor. became interested in electronics.; Chief of Chaplains, U. S. Army,
Tena Christie, and brother, Alec Sudying chemical engineering at
George devoured catalogues show- 1 Major General Luther D. Miller,
Christie.
Episcopal clergyman, believes
the University of Maine he became ing radio parts, and began to ask
he is in the Bible business on a
Mrs. Minnie Smith went Thurs one of ihe pioneers in electrical re
questions.
larger scale than any other in
day to Boston where she will frigerators. He designed and built
‘I found I couldn’t answer those | dividual. The War Assets Ad
spend the Winter with her sister,
questions,’’ Dr. T.bbetts admitted.
ministration has authorized him
Mrs Alice Strickland, and niece, of Bangor; C. W. Symonds, Marble I began to brush up. I helped
to supervise free distribution of
Miss Etthelyn Strickland.
head Neck, Mass., John Kozah, him build a radio transmitter. We
surplus Bibles—approximately
Malcolm Hopkins has returned Vinalhaven; Don Richards, Cam had both passed Government ex
a million of them—to religious,
to Worcester, Mass., after spend den; Alfred Teele, D. M. Kalloch aminations by that time, and were
educational and eleemosynary
ing Christmas with his family at Omer Tondreau and Percy McPhee licensed as radio operators. But
institutions. The Bibles are in
the home of L. W Sanborn.
Rockland.
three versions, the usual King
hat first transmitter was pretty
Ivan Nickerson, a student at
James, the Douay for Roman
Afier passing several days at her crude, and the quality of the
Catholics and a version pre
Wesleyan University, Middletown, home here, M ss Evelyn Gregory speech “was bad. It was a ham ra
pared by Jewish authorities for
Conn., was guest of his parents for returned
Friday to
Worcester dio. and we saw that we must
people of that faith.
the holidays He was accompanied Mass., where she is a student build our own microphones. That
(Signal Corps Photo)
by Henri Salaun of Worcester. at Worcester Memorial Hospital was the seed of our business today.”
Mass., also a student at Wesleyan. School of Nursing.
The new microphone demanded evaporated. I had merely pressed
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle and 1 The "Knitting Bees" were enter a crystal, and the crystal Is ihe the gold strongly against the
son Albert of Alden. Pa., are guests tained Thursday at the home of seed of this now business. To un- crystal, and the two were now in
of their son. Dr. Ralph Earle.
Mrs. Josie Oakes. Lunch was served derstand ihe function cf the crys- contact simply by the force of inGuests at "The Islander " during and a pleasant evening enjoyed. tai, we must first recall that sound terlocking atomic energies, which
the past two weeks were E B. Miss Evelyn Gregory was guest of Is a combination of pressure and hold all particles of matter toSmith. A L Bouryayne, P. J. honor. The next meeting will be vacuum moving spherically in the gether.
Sexton and F Gerry Cousins, all held with Mrs. Edith Poole
lir, a little like a smokering.
| "So it was that I got a perfect
These sound bubbles start out crystal electrode. But invention has
like tiny ballcons one inside an- got to be more than a single inother, and expand as they reach spiration. It goes painfully from
out, each balloon having a little toehold to toehold.
difference in air-pressure within it.
"We now had such a good elecTliey vibrate, and anything that ’ trode that we were ashamed of the
gets in their path vibrates with rest of the microphone The good
'hem. Strike a bass drum, for ex- part simply laughed at the bad
ample, and an adjacent drum- parts.

HAND furniture (for sale”
prcoat and lady's cout

'.............

Patje
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Alto btlps prevent many
colds from developing
lf used ln time. Try lt!
You’ll like lt! Follow
directions ln package.

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

of

the best-informed persons in your community on world affairs when
you reod this world-wide daily newspaper regularly You will {join
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer undersfandirtp of today's vital
news—PLUS help from its exclusive features on homemoking, educa
tion. business, theater, music radio, sports
tubirribs now to/

this special "eet-1
acquainted" offer
—5 weeks far f

(U. S. lands)
The CBnstun
iHfen te
Scence Monttet Views the
T> u r S 0 JI
esem
1 r-er car
n.gh! over the
R’Ozdcj st
Cofrpjni

nn

, Tha Christian Science Publishing Society
One. Norway Street. Boston >5, Moss. USA.

PB-S

Enclosed is $1, for which please send me The Christ>on
I Science Monitor for 5 weeks (30 issues)

BBA

Floors Sanded, Refinished—All
kinds

of

carpentry and inside

painting by hour or contract.

Street_________________ __ ___________________________ _

kCtty---------- ----------------------- Zone.... State__________

IQ6*T*4

Enjoy your favorite sport et its best . . .

deUght ln leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the beet in appointments—service and cuisine.
IFriSr /br BoeMtt ood Half

Inlaid Tile Floors laid when

available.
■ w

PALM BEACH HOTEL

SIDNEY OXTON, JR.

PALM BEACH, PLOBIDA

o

Name__________ ____ .........___
1

Floors Sanded

TELS. 196-R or 886-R
105-tf

JMU L FARKU. Mg.

Tuesday-Friday
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hanging and imprisonment. Down Wallace disagreed with Byrnes.
to the end the central figure of the President Truman fired Henry,
THOMASTON
trials, Hermann Goering, once the stuck by Byrnes.
Newspaper Editors Say Re | strutting symbol of Nazi might and 8. Naticnal Railroad Strike. The
ft ft ft ft
ry.Arrvft o OONDOB
publican Landslide Headed power, took the headlines, cheat worst railroad strike in the nation’s
ing the military' ignominy of the history struck with paralyzing im
Correspondent
1946 List
gallows by swallowing a hidden vial pact at 5 p.m., May 23, halting 337
ft £ ft ft
of
poison a bare three hours before railroads and ended abruptly after
Newspaper editors in this coun
TfeL 113-1
the
hangman came. . Hs body wras two days with cries of “double
try, asked by The Associated Press
M ss Dorothy Havener of Rock to name the biggest story of the carried to the foot of the gallows cross” levelled at President Truman
where 10 other oi his fellow con- by A. F. fWhitney, chief of the rail
land, degree student at the New
England Conservatory of Music, year, chose the Republican election 1 spirators, who once ruled Europe road trainmen. The President’s
blood and Iron, lay with nooses dramatic appeal to the nation, his
■will include the Th rd, Fifth and sweep in November by a wide margin. It is true the GOP victory, around their necks.
threat to draft the rail workers
Twelfth Etude by Chopin in her
the result of a political revolt by
5.
Atcm Bomb Experiments. into the Army and force them to
program at 7 o clock Wednesday,
millions who were d:sturbed by food O.er the war-weary world, angry run the railroads and Whitney’s
which follows the Baptist Ladies'
shortages and strikes, was of world works were exchanged in debate as angry threats to use ujp the
Circle supper.
wide significance. Yet one must I
Mr. and Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks wonder if such an event was as im to whether the atom bomb should brotherhoods entire treasury of
and daughter Linda and son Rob portant as the shipment of one be outlawed. In the peaceful waters $47-003,000 to defeat Truman for
ert Davis have returned home after cons gnmenf of foodstuffs by the of Bkini lagoon, the fourth and re-election in 1947 was a story of
spending Christmas at Crown Point, UNRRA to the starving in Europe. j fifth of these mest fearsome weap- national and world interest.
! ons yet devised by man were
9. Hotel Fire. Fires through
N. Y., as guests of Mr. Brooks
Editors, participating in the poll, ' dropped by the U. S. Navy. They
out
the nation exacted a toll of
mother, Mrs. Harriet Bro< <cs.
realize this. They know’ that a produced awesome sights. Head- i well over 10,000 lives and more than
Mrs. Edward Lakeman who has s ngle want ad. leading to the rental Jines
the stories Qf hQW the
$560,000000 in property damage in
been visiting her parents, Mr. and of a house, was the biggest news of fantasUc pQWer and heat of the
1946, insurance companies estimate,
Mrs. Pearlie Hall went Saturday to the year to a tired veteran and his
mbs churned the waters into
but the most horrible of them all
Saybrook, Csnn., where she will family and that the ending of a | cauldrons
of steam, smoke. and were the Hotel fires. In the Winev sit Mrs. Wendell Fifield.
prolonged strike was news item ! flame,pitching battleships around
coff Hotel disaster in Atlanta in
Mr. and Mrs. John Welch of Ban number one to a big city. So, you '
1 ke toys. The big lesson learned December, cne of the most disas
gor spent the holiday with their see. it all depends on where you sit
was that the new menace, the x-rays trous in history, 121 persons lost
daughter Mrs. Everett Noble.
and where you are. The editors and neutron rays carried in atomic
their lives. The LaSalle Hotel fire
George Sullivan, who has been j gauged the news by the headlines
bombs, presents even greater dan in Chicago in June killed 61.
on terminal leave since November, they put cn it and, in order, this is
gers to landsmen than to sailors.
10. St. Louis Cardinals. Sports
received his honorable discharge on the way they ranked the biggest
6. Degnan Murder Case. Crime had one of its golden years and
Christmas day and is at his home events:
always flourishes after a war, and the Redbirds, riddled by injuries
on Lawrence avenue.
1. The Republican Election Land- 1946 was no exception. When a
and deserted by star players who
Jacqueline Robinson Robinson ’of si de. Franklin Delano Roosevelt
model university student kills, it is went after big dinero in Mexico,
Portland, is visiting her father, the great charmer, was gone and big news. When he kills like Wil
beat Brooklyn out of the National
Wiliam Robinson, at the home of the divided Democratic party fell
liam Heirens did, it reaches the League pennant and then carried
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. before a landslide that swept the
headline magnitude of the “Crime through to drop the great Boston
Bernard Robinson.
Republicans in full control of Con of the Century.” Heirens. a sensu
Red Sox in seven World Series
Orient Lodge. F.A.M. will hold its gress by a plurality of between ous 17-year-old University cf Chi
games was a never-to-be-forgotten
annual meeting Jan. .7.
three and five million votes. After cago student, was a model student
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer and 15 lean years the GOP had hit the by day, but a vicious prowler and saga of the sports world. Harry
“The Cat” Brecheen and Snos
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Sawyer and jackpot, picking up 12 Senate seats killer by night. Without remorse
“Country” Slaughter — remember
daughter. Gwendolyn spent Christ for a 51 to 45 majority and gaining
he confessed to killing six-year-old them? Headlines, which carried
mas as guests of their daughter, 54 House seats to outnumber their Suzanne Degnan, to the “lipstick
so many stories of tragedy and
Mrs. Errol Buker, East Long Mead opponents, 245 to 183. Political murder” cf ex-Wave Frances Brown,
ow., Carlton Sawyer, Sic who is at leaders all over the world wondered and the fatal stabbing of a 43- world unrest in 1946,. told that
story with perhaps more ink than
Great Lakes Training Station at what it meant to them.
year-old widow, in addition to 26 any other—and it was just play.
tending the Electronics School
2. John L. Lewis And The Coal burglaries, robberies and assaults.
joined them for the holiday and strike. Iiess than a month after
7. Uncle Sam Gets Tough in
WEST ROCKPORT
returned home with Mr. and Mrs. he was hustled to a hospital tor an Foreign Relations. Secretary of
The Farm Bureau will hold its
Truman Sawyer to spend liis leave. appendicitis operation, John
L. State James F. Byrnes is a mild,
George Grafton, S2c, has re Lewis stormed back to demand a studious, diplomatic soul. When he planning meeting Thursday at 1.30
turned to Norfolk, Va., after spend new soft coal contract with the went to the Paris peace conference, at the home of Mrs. Henry Keller.
ing the Christmas leave with his government or else. It was “or else" even his friends worried lest “Jim
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin and the 400,000 bituminous miners
my” should prove a softy. Then,
Grafton.
walked out. Lewis was found guilty in the heat of debate, he said: "We
Roy Bell. Jr., who has been a pa of contempt of a federal court or
do not intend to make all the con
tient for several weeks at the Vet der restraining him and his miners cessions. We hove not fought for
erans’ Hospital, in Togus, has re from walking out, and creeping in
a free world in order to d ctate
.BONDS
dustrial paralysis hit the nation. terms of peace to our Allies or to
turned home.
Mrs. Addie Guild is in Florida to It was the climax of a year of in
let them dictate terms cf peace to
spend the Winter.
dustrial strife with all stops pulled
us.” Commerce Secretary Henry
The Contract Club met Friday for a battle by labor of far-reach
afterencon at the home of Mrs. ing significance.
3. OPA Decontrols. On Oct. 14, j
William Flint, Knox street. There
were two tables in play with high President Truman addressed the !
score going to Mrs. Arthur Elliot, nation in a hurriedly arranged ra- j
and second to Miss Addie Morse. dio broadcast. Weary but angry the
ll e re nut magicians, but
The club will meet next Friday former Kansas City haberdasher,
who
had
suddenly
become
head
of
J
with Mrs. Arthur Elliot.
right nut of our tup hat
Mrs. Harold Vinal is visiting her Life mightiest government in the i
we're pulling best wishes for
daughter and son in Milton and world, said: “There is only one ;
remedy left—that is to lift controls
a happy and prosperous New
on meat.” It was the big break in 1
Year.
the price control dike. Out of the j
The
break spilled controls on everything
Gilbert C. Laite
but rent, sugar and rice. Foods be
came plentiful again—and more
expensive. Organized buyer strikes
OFFINS
developed, but what was held down
will continue in operation,
was achieved by the sharp average
MlN -• A-Mt) l j ; ' 1 HIP,
offering to I he public of Camden
snots «»r w- forms
American
housewife.
S&9MAINST ROCKlANf ME
and neighboring communities
4. The Nuernberg Verdicts and
the conscientious standards of
Executions.
Even all-victorious
Complete Funeral Service generals and statesmen shivered.
They knew what precedent had
established by Ihe Director
been set for losers when the inter
whose name it hears.
national court at Nuernberg con
Traditional responsibility and
victed the Nazo war lords and then
carried out sentences of death by
thoroughness

What Big News Was
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FUNERAL HOME

NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO

faithfully maintained,

Somerville, Mass., for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Porter have
returned home after spending thc
holiday in Concord, Mass.

o-------------o
DOROTHY S. LAITE
Licensed Funeral Director
ROBERT F. LAITE

105-1

Earle F. Woodcock
SPECIAL AGENT

10 HYLER STREET,

THOMASTON. ME.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ;

Telephone 177-3. or 177-2

meet Wednesday with Mrs. Christie

COMING TO STRAND THEATRE
MIDNIGHT SHOW TONIGHT 11.30"

ft ft ft ft
E. A. ORAMPNEY
Correspondent

'
Tel. 2229

Miss Joyce Ingraham, who has i
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Edna
Ingraham returned Monday to
Washington, D. C.
Miss Hazel W. !l has been at
home from Waterville over Christ
mas.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard returned
Monday’ to Sanlord after spending
Christmas week with Mr. and Mrs. .
Maynard Graffam.
Miss Althea J eyre returned to
Oakland Sunday after spending
the Christmas vacation at home.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle w.ll

The Wesleyan Guild will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Doris Bal
lard.
There w.ll be no meeting of the
G. W Club his week.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with M ss Marion
Weidman.
Mrs. Donald Welt returned Mon
day from Roxbury, Mass., where she
has been visiting friends.
A special communication of
Paul’s Lodge w 11 be held tonight
with work in thc Master Mason

Onceover^
and a cIean_-?H&
shave!

“I Happened To Walk Down First Street" is the popular refrain to Mass.; Robert E. Laite, Mrs. Marywhich the accompanying quartet step with nimble feet. They are Dennis
Miller, R. W. Montague of Bostcn;
Morgan, Angela Greene, Jack Carson and Janis Paige and, with the ex
ception of Angela Greene who plays a featured role, they are all starred in George N. Laite of Oakland, Calif,;
Warners' delightful new musical Teehnirolor film, “The Time, The PlaceJMr. and Mrs Maynor Pray of Conanil The Girl”, currently at the Strand. Also starred is Martha Vickers way. N. H.; Mrs. Mary Earney cf
and others featured in the picture are: S. Z. Sakall, Alan Hale, Donald
Lynn, Mass.; Rev. and Mrs Gil
Woods and Carmen Cavallaro and his orchestra.

>...... .

bert iM. Laite of Everett, Mass,:
Mr. "and Mrs. C. Vance Blaisdell of
Pina-Bromley
Somerville, Mass.;
Mrs. Frank
Margaret Eleanor Bromley daugh
CAMDEN
CUARANTHD BY
Blaisdell of Bangor; Prof Byron
ter of Mrs. Elizabeth Bromley,
xx o O"
Barker of Rumford; Fred Halberts THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY
Mountain street, became the bride
MTRS hm.wn m high
and Clayton Foss of Portland.
Hat Ciint Sinte 1970
of Martin Marques Pina, son of
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs Manuel Pina of
ft ft ft ft
Dartmouth, Mass., Dec. 21 at 4
TO 2214
o'clock. The marriage took place at
the Church of the Advent in Bos
The Ladies of the G-A.R., will
ton, ceremony being performed by
meet at the Grange Hall Friday j
The sands of time Grce more
Rev. Whitney Hale, with a double
night with a picnic supper at 6
ring service.
There will be an installation cf of
are reversed and start measuring
Miss Nancy Tuckey of Boston
ficers.
was the maid cf honor and Victor
At thc Grange card party last Almedia acted as best man.
a New Year,
Saturday night, Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. Pina was graduated from
May this New Year he bright
Heald won first prize; Mrs. Mabel the New England Conservatory of
Whyte, second, and Marston Bev Boston last June., Mr. Pina is a
with happiness and prosperity for
erage, consolation. There will be
graduate of Wentworth Institute,
another party next Saturday night. an aeronautical engineer, and since
all.
Miss Barbara Crozier of Honolu his discharge from the Army in
lu, a fellow student of Miss Joan June, has been taking post gradu
Witham at Syracuse University, is ate work at Wentworth. The young
guest of the Witham family.
couple will live in Boston.
Mrs Lucy Caton of Cambridge,
Mrs. Pina’s aunt, Mrs. Harry
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mass., spent Christmas with Miss Buchanan and Miss Edith Hary of
Edith Knight and Miss Helen Bow Camden accompanied Mrs. Eliza
den at their hjme on Elm street. beth Bromley to the wedding.
Miss Knight will return to Boston
Requiem
with Mrs. Caton for a short visit.
Services for Gilbert C. Laite
Lt. Lewis Baker of Philadelphia
were conducted Friday afternoon at
spent Christmas with Mrs. Baker St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Rev.
and their son at thc home of Mrs. William E. Berger officiating.
Baker’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clergymen of the community at
Charles Harmon. Mrs. Harmon tended in a body, as did the Cam
Stevie had an accident
spent a few days in Portland last den-Rockport Lions Club, a delega
So did his spouse:
Han into an Old •mobile
week.
tion from the Rockland Lions Club,
By Yattaw’s house.
Mrs.
Henry Erickson spent and representatives from all other
Half through the windshield
Christmas with her daughter, Mrs, civic and fraternal organizations
Went his wife.
s
Cut her little chinny chin
Philip Bickford in Houlton.
with which he was affiliated. Mor
As though hy a knife.
The C.CH. Club will be enter- ticians were present from Rockland
Stevie took the blame,
tained Jan. 2 by Mrs. Charlotte and surrounding towns, and funerAnd didn't get mad.
All had insurance;
Dillingham at Wadsworth Inn.
al firms throughout the State were
Were they glad!
Crawford-Meservey
also represented.
Members of the Fire DepartMary Louise Meservey, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meservey, ment, in uniform, directed the
ISSUED BY UNITED STATES I "I |»I LITA AND
Rawson avenue, and Robert K motor traffic, at the church and
GUARANTY COMPANY
Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Al- cemetery. Active bearers were sefred G. Crawford of Belfast, were lected from the Lions Club and
united in marriage by Rev. Melvin vestrymen of St. Thomas Church
SPECIAL AUTO ACCIDENT POLICY provides ex
H. Dorr. Jr., at the Baptist Parson- served as honorary bearers. A.
penses of treatment for:
age on Christmas Eve. Miss Mcscr- Burton Stevenson, Jr., William F.
vey is a graduate of Camden High Packard and David E. Crockett
Injuries and specific payments for loss of life, limbs
School and the groom of Crosby were ushers.
or sight,
High, Belfast. Since his release
A committal service was held at
Not
only
for automobile accidents, but for accidents
from the Army, Mr. Crawford has Oak Grove cemetery,
been employed at the Belfast AirThose from out of town were:
while the insured is a passenger in a public
port. They will live at 7 Huntres Mrs. Emily F. Laite, Mr. and Mrs.
conveyance (except aircraft), horsedrawn
avenue, Belfast.
Keith Walton of Newburyport,
vehicles or bicycles (except motorcycles) and
For accidents if the insured is hurt or run down by
any conveyance or vehicle.
Automobile accidents also include injuries from ad
justing, changing tires, repairing or cranking
a private passenger automobile or if from the
explosion or burning of an automobile.
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STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

DON’T STOP QUICK IN FRONT
OF ME

TRAVEL ACCIDENT INSURANCE

$5.00

t

STOP! SHOP! SAVE!

Whitney.

ROCKPORT

A cordial wish for a Happy and Prosperous New Year
—J

for all our friends and patrons

The insurance is written for males and females b *
tween ages six and seventy. The cost is only
' $5.00 a year. Good anywhere in L. S or
Canada.
Pays Actual expense of hospital, nurses,

AT YOUR

medical and surgical costs required as a re

THOMASTON I. G. A. STORE

sult of any injuries covered by the policy up

WOODCOCK’S MARKET

to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

RICHARD E. WOODCOCK, Mgr.

Both hands; or both feet: or one hand and

Start the New Year Right

one foot; sight of both eyes, sight of one eye

Life................................................................................... $1,000

A Dollar Saved Is a Dollar Earned’

A COMPLETE LINE OF

HONEST PRICES. WEIGHT AND SERVICE!
OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY!

WOODCOCK’S MARKET
MAIN STREET.
N. B.

THOMASTON, ME.

Coming Next Week
Something Big—
And Tt Is Free To A11 Customers!

$f ,000

One leg, or one arm..............................................

$600

One foot; or one hant.

........................................

$500

WISHES

One eye........................................................................

$333

FOK THE

Thumb and index finger of either baud . . .

$250

NEW YEAR
quay

tyty

Anti Our Appreciation To AH Our

WE CARRY A FINE STOCK OF QUALITY PAINTS
OUR MOTTO

and one hand; sight of one eye and one foot

BEST

NEW LOW PRICES
GROCERIES, MEATS, FRESH FRUITS
FRESH VEGETABLES, ICE CREAM
Frozen Foods a Specialty

$509

Patrons
- .

x■

"
OCR FIFTIETH YEAR FINDS US IN TUB

GENE’S

MIDST OF A HUGE PROGRAM OF MODERN
IZATION. ENJOY THESE SMART NEY

At Thc Sign of thc Neon Clock’

ROOMS NEXT TIME YOU VISIT BOSTON.

258 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Opp. Stanley’s Garage

Coffee Shop
Chets Room
I'npulur.pru eJ restaurant Exclusive mett’t bar
Surrey Room

Gene Sells for Less
Because

I hour r attJ supper tevirf
Cotust Rno—
Sable Room
Smart oyster bar
Cocktail lounge

It Costs HiTn Less to Sell

This ad is a short description

of

» policy. I lie 'ontrint • » »
tained only in the polo v when issued.

MAIL THE ATTACHED COUPON OR PHONE.
APPLICATION REQUIRED

NO OTHER

To S. A. LAVENDER. Thomaston, Tel 4
Issue a $5 Guaranty
Special Auto Accident Policy in my name as fol’ows:

FULL NAME ..........................................

AGE .................

ADDRESS ............................. CITA

STATU
DATE POLICY

OCCUPATION
BKNEFICTARY .............................

RELATIONSHIP

I would like similar polieies for my wile and children.

HOTEL

( II*?

BOSTON
LOt. pfeN jVAILfEB

NAME
IPV

AGE RELATIONSHIP

RENI l it i’aRA'

V

Dr. Howard M. Chase and son.
Manning, has returned to Maryj ville, Mo, after spending the holi' day with Dr. Chase's sister, Mrs.
. William Way in Lynn, and his par' ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry P.
Chase, Brewster street. Mrs. Way
Mrs. Doris Clifford of Cambridge. accompanied him to Rockland.
Miss., spent Christmas with her
Mr and Mrs. Richard Starkey of
mother, Mrs Nettie Gardner at 136
Kingsfield were recent visitors in
Holmes street.
' the city.
Williams M. Burns, Jr., Is spend
Opportunity Class meets Thurs
ing a 16-days' vacation with his
day
night with Mrs. Harry Bickparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Burns of Cottage street. Mr. Burns more. Traverse street.
will return to Boston the last of
The members of the Albert H.
his week to resume his studies at
Newbert
Association will meet with
the New England Schocl of Art.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Winchen
Pfc. Robert B. Achorn who is at baugh at their home on Talbot
tending Radio Operators School at avenue. Friday night. Housekeep
Scott Field, Ill , is spending the ers are Frances Morse, Carrie Win
holidays with his mother, Mrs chenbaugh, Helen Dean, and Ruth
Pendleton
Take dishes, butter,
Mildred Achorn, Spring street.
sugar and beano prizes.
The Women’s Association of the
from
Congregational Church .will post i Richard Achorn, home
Bowdoin
for
the
holidays,
was
the
pone its Jan. 1st meeting to Jan.
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
8 at 3 p. m.
Bean, Broadway. v
Arthur N. Lawrence, son of Mr.
Mr and Mrs. A B. Allen left
and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, Beech
Friday
in their motor ear for St.
street, celebrated his seventh birth
Petersburg,
Fla., where they have
day Friday with a party. Movies
were shown and games were played. reservations for the balance of this
Those attend ng were, Peter and Winter.
Patty Stratton, Carol and Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P Bailey,
Bicknell. Michael Savitt, Sammy
who
resided at Wall street, Utah,
Glover, Perry Barnard, Patty
Sweeney, Eddi? Moffitt and Jean have moved to 724 Project road,
Lunt Billy Bird was also invited Air Base Village, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
but was unable to attend.

Social Matters
George A. Mank, Jr., Sic, has re
tained to the “U. S. Yorsemite,''
Portland, after spending several
days leave with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. George Mank.

Mr. and Mrs. William K. Bicknell
have returned to Belmont, Mass,
after spending five days with the
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Putnam Bicknell.
Odds and Ends will meet for
covered dish supper in the vestry
of the Congregational Church,
Thursday at 6.30 p. m If not so
licited take covered dish; also, sil
ver and sugar.

Mrs. Madelyn Benner spent the
week-end in Ellsworth, guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Colby Wood.
Mrs Mary
wood. N. J,
days at the
Herbert W
street.

T. Winslow of Ingle
is spending the holi
heme of her brother,
Thornd ke, Masonic

Capt. Arthur Reed is reee.ving
treatment at tlie Vet (Tans' Hospit
al in Togus.

Miss Joan Ixxik was hostess at a
Christmas party Friday night at
tlie home of her parents. Mr and
Mrs. Harold W. Look Her guests
Knox Hospital Auxiliary meets Mrs. Viola Whittier Smith of
were High School girls. Buffet,
Tuesday
afternoon, Jan. 7, at the Brunswick is a guest ever the holi
lunch was served.
Bok Nurses’ Home. Mrs. John days of her former schoolmate,
Tiie famous fountain pen “Parker Pomeroy'
am
and Mrs. Thomas Stone Mrs. John Watts. Spare moments.
51" is in good supply at Daniels, will
I you may be assured, are devoted to
ill be the hostesses.
Jewelers; also ScheafTer and the
schoolday reminiscing.
Eversharp “CA " Get yours today
The WC.T.U will hold a New
Mr and Mrs. William H. Smith
or any business day, because Daniels Years meeting Friday at 2.30 with
is o|»en Wednesday afternoons. 91-tf Mrs. Kate Brawn. Program under of Camden street terrace announce
the Spiritual Life Department. the engagement of their daughter,
Members are asked to take inspira Ethel Mae to Laurence W. Wildes,
THREE DAYS ONLY!
tional items, or verse. Worship son of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Wildes
service conducted by Mrs. Olive of Portland. Miss Smith is emMON , T^UES , WED.
1 ployed by the Van Baalen and
Young. Friends are invited.
Hielburn Company. Mr. Wildes is
JAN. 6, 7, 8
Mr. and Mrs. Ardie Johnson and a graduate of Portland High
Thorndike Hotel, Rockland son, Richard Robarts, spent the School, a veteran of three years in
Christmas holidays in Portland, the Navy. He is now employed at
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
guests of Mrs. Johnson’s sister and the Vinalhaven Port District, Rock
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Guy land. The wedding has been set
ADVISOR
Lord. The Lords entertained at for May 15.
Gain the Benefit of IJcr
a big family gathering and tree
Mr. and Mrs. George Dyer and
Christmas Day.
20 Years’ Experience
daughter Linda Lee spent Christ
Lend-A-Hand Class of the Little mas with Mr .and Mrs. Lewis H.
Through A CorqptMe
field Memorial Church wi l meet Goodale, Union. It was a very en
PRIVATE READING
with Mrs. Margaret. Gregory. Glen joyable day for all.
Cove,
Friday, Jan. 3 at 2 o'clock.
And Questions Answered. Fee Si
Lady Knox Chapter, Daughters
(’ome Direct, or Tel. Hours 9 to 9
Take used Christmas cards for
of
the American Revolution, will
further use.
meet Monday afternoon, at 2.30
with Mrs. Arthur Haines. 192
Broadway. The assisting hostesses
will be Mrs. Harold Karl, Miss
Straight from us tu you gues our
Ellen Cochran, Mrs. Grace Veazie,
l*a*.'kage ut New Year wishes full of
and Mrs Alice Cobb. The pro
3
gram will be in charge of the host
good luck, happiness and good
ess.
fortune. Mav your year be one of
health, and plenty, aud all your

J

dreams realized. Ilapp.v New Year!

DRESSMAKING
AND ALTERATIONS

ALL TYPES OF SEWING
DOROTHEA GIPSON

THE BETTEFAN SHOP

41'j OCEAN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
92»T-2
TEL. 1198-R

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TONIGHT 11.3ft P. M.

MIDNITE
DISTINCTION
l

Indi' iduaSitv is mir ninllu
or a
lovelier “you” let us style and set vour
hair. Call tor an appointment today.
We are proud of our line of cosmetics.
You v, >11 he pleased with the prices and
quality.

?$

Katharine’s Beauty Shop
63 PARK ST.. ROOKLAND
X,

TEL. 1120

wt

105-T-tf

SHOW
“THE TIME, THE PLACE,
AND THE GIRL”
DENNIS MORGAN
In Technicolor
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Continuous Wednesday from 2.00

She Zook# Cfewce
o#£we...
AND ALMOST

CAMDEN THEATRE

LOST NER

‘MX

MAN!

MATINEE 2.00 P. M.. EVENING 7.00, 9.0ft

MIDNIGHT SHOW TONIGHT
Doors Open at 11.30

TODAY ONLY

SANDERS
SiQttC

HASSO

ROD CAMERON
BII ME BURKE
ARTHUR TltgAt HER

“SWING OUT, SISTER”
News

ROBERTJ®
BARBARA HALE
FRANK MORGAN

( (immunity Sing
Comedy
Cartoon

LANDIS
/

'

/ "A

'anwfaf
CARTOON

wilH

JAMES GLEASON

PAUL HENREID
CLAUDE RAINS

OCCt.VSVOW'

Mt
aw

BETTE DAVIS

latest News

Mrs Edward J. Ryan, Sr , and
son, Edward J. Jr., who have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs Sanford
Delano, and wife Mrs. Ryan, have
returned to their home in New
York. Mrs. Ryan, Jr., accompanied
{them and will stay until Mr. Ryan
joins his ship.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E. Marshall
and Mrs. Ardie Johnson motiored
to Lewiston and Augusta last week
calling on friends.

A Si!ver Wedding
This And That

& r.

Mrs. Grace Rollins will entertain William took his girl to ride.
E.F.A. Club Wednesday afternoon His technique had no par,
at her home, Claremont street .
He kissed her geing sixty-five.
No Bill; no girl; no car.
ft ft ft •
Miss Eva Dow’ of Augusta, for
Plastics played a big part in help
merly of Rockland, has been spend
ing the Christmas holidays with in the recent war. The manifold
use of plast cs is infinite in its va
her grandmother, Mrs. Ida Shea.
riety of uses. One of the great
George W. Ackley. Jr., seaman uses is the union of plastei- in
2c, UJ5S. Muir, who has been sta- making shatterproof glass.
ft ft • ft
tioned in Panama, the past three |
months, and who is now stationed1 One cf the most important fish
in New York, is heme on a nine-, eries on the Atlantic Coast is the
days furlough, visiting his mother, Menhaden industry in North Caro
Lillian Wood, 308 Main street, and lina. mostly used for the oil and
his grandmother, Mrs. Ida Shea, animal feed and fert lizer.
ft ft ft ft
20 Brick street.
The irate parent stormed up and
down the room before the trembling
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Morton and
suiter.
v
Mr and 'Mrs James Portwood of
“Do you mean to say,'1 he shouted,
Des Moines, Iowa, with Mr. and “that ycu came to my office to ask
Mrs. Philip Pergola and sen and for my daughter’s hand? I might
Mrs. Ernest Morton and daughter as well be frank with you and tell
of Lynn, Mass., were guests Christ you that you cculd have saved
mas week of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis yourself a journey."
Morton, Rankin street. This is
“Oh, that's all right,’’ s ghed the
Mrs. Pergola’s and Mr. Port wood's suitor, “I had another message to
first trip to Maine Bo h were en deliver in the same building.”
* • * *
thusiastic over the snowstorm I
Poets may pamper April and flat
which arrived while they were
here, and regretted to leave this ter June, but October prefers to
region with its beautiful blanket of write his own advertising. Words
snow. Mr. and Mrs Ivan Morton are too tame for his notions. Pallid
motored to Belfast to visit his besides his colors. They are inex
mother, Mrs. Laura Morton, who act, tco. They toever can convey
has been very ill. Mrs. Morton is just how that branch slants over
making her home with her daugh- the roadway, or the precise porporter, Mrs. Leroy1 Bryant of Belfast, tions of yellow and rose mingling
in the leaves or how much foliage
who is caring fcr her.
has been left on the branch and
Mrs. Kenneth Cassens is at Knox how much—to thc leaf—has been
edited away.
Hospital for surgical treatment.
ftftftft
Isn’t it a fact—the miller finds
ROCKPORT
life one continual grind.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yattaw cele
ftftftft
brated their 44th wedding anniver
“I say. sonny," said the agent,
sary recently at their home on Pas “is your mother at hrme? Small
cal avenue. Mr. and Mrs. Yattaw boy—“Yes, sir."
Agent t after
were married in "Waldoboro and knocking a number cf times said—
have had 11 children, eight of whom “I thought you said your mother
are living. They received many was home.” Boy—"Sh? is. but she
callers during the day,, and in the don’t live here."
evening their children and grand
children gathered to help celebrate
( APT. DANIEL (OLE
the occasion.
Many lovely gifts
In the death Dec. 26 of Daniel
were received, also a large anniver Jefferson Cole, 60, Rockland lest
sary cake.
one cf her most loyal adopted sons.
A native of Deer Isle with his real
home ever on the sea Capt .Cole
THOMASTON
Pythian Sisters will meet Friday nevertheless held r great affection
night. Supper will be at 6. A class for Rockland and .t was in this
of candidates wall be initiated. All city that he had his greatest circle
past chancellors of Arcana Lodgn of friends. It was here death
K. P will be special guests at' the claimed him after a brief illness.
supper.
Captain Cole was the son of a
deep water master of tall sh ps.
Dance the old year out and the Capt. Daniel Cole and Susan Shep
New Year in at the American Le- hard Cole of Deer Isle. It was there
g on New Years ball. Music by young Daniel acquired his love for
Dancing from 9 p. m. until l a. m the sea which kept him afloat most
Wayne Drinkwater’s 13-piece band. “yachting" in vatic us capacities,
Noisemaking novelty favors and of his days.
Early experience
refreshments. If you do not dance, seaman, cook and captain were
the purchase of a ticket may win supplemented by service as cook on
the door prize: A 7-foot Kelvina many local steamboats and service
tor refrigerator.—adv.
as chef in local restaurants. The
outbreak of World War II found thc
Know the location of thc near deceased master of a yacht for a
est fire alarm bex and the correct wealthy New Jersey family, and for
way to call the local fire depart several years thereafter. Captain
ment.
* Cole operated the large family farm
in New Jersey, the yacht having
gone to war. He was preparing a
yacht for a Winter in Florida when
he sustained a fall in October,
which ended hs active career. Ever
TODAY. WED., THURS.
friendly and cheerful, he maintained
his courage and cheer to the last.
HEART-THRILLS
He is survived toy his widow,
ARE YOURS!
Cassie (Stanley), native of Swans
Island; daughters, Mrs. Beulah
French of Rockland, Mrs. Leola Col
burn of Camden. Mrs. Lillian
Clcugh of Rockport; three brothers.
George and Charles of Portland
and Eldredge of Caliiornia and two
sisters, Mrs. Valerie Thurston of
Hartford. Conn., and Mrs. Christie
Foote of Salem. Mass.
The first break in the large fam
ily comes with the passing of Cap
tain Cole and a cause for com fori,
is found in the fact that thc first
reunion of all the brothers and
sisters in over 32 years came about
Also on Same Program
last September on thc occasion cf
a visit to Portland by Eldredge
•M>& » Sbhiin ft :
from California.
Funeral services, largely attended,
were conducted Dec. 29. at the home
of Mrs. Lillian Cole Clough in Rock
port by Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
J -TJ J
- A «ONOG«AM WCrU»
Mil; HUM 9*
■mSPV I mran n w.n( M.M*.’’
of the Rockport Baptist Church and
tm—itti i
im nan —n?
Rev. Henry' B* rtcelman of the Cam
Time of Double Feature P-ogram
den Methodist Church of which the
2.00. 6.35, 8.00 P.
deceased was a member. Interment
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
was in the Amsbury Hill Cemetery,
Double Feature
Rockport. The ficral tr bates were
"LAWLESS EMPIRE"
profuse and beautiful, testifying to
with
the great affection in which the
CHARLES STARRETT
deceased was held.
Also on Ihe Same Program

,

last Times Today
ROSALIND RUSSELL
“SISTER KENNY"

STRAN 2
'TELEPHONE

M.

'NORTH OF THE BORDER’
with
Rl’SSI I.l. HAYDEN

Serial

News,

"He lived in a house by the side of the
road.
And was a friend to man."

Renartl is a masculine personal
name of Teutons origin signifying
of firm decision,

They Sang Carols

New Years Eve Ball
•

Ash Point Couple Were Ten- Kelvinator Offered As Door Then Y.P.C.U. Members Had
Prize At the American
Refreshments and Joke
dered Surprise Party
Legion
Event
Christmas Tree
Christmas Eve
The center of local activities
The Rockland Y.P.C.U. of the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson A. Small of
i welcoming in the new year will be
Universalist Church went caroling
Ash Point observed their 25th wedthe New Years Eve ball to be held
d.ng anniversary Christmas Eve,
community Building by Christmas Sunday evening. Some
and were honor guests at surprise Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt Post of the plaees visited were the Coun
ty Hospital, Home for Aged Wemen,
party at the home of Mrs. Small’s American Legion tonight,
City
Farm, and Maine State Prison.
sister, Mrs. Inez Dyer. Owls Head, j Chairman John McLoon has enOn
returning to the church, the
The holiday spirit was carried gaged
Wayne Drinkwater’s 13members
were treated to refresh
out with a colorful decorative piece band for the affair and will
ments
prepared
and served by Mrs.
touch on the festive buffet tables have on hand novelty favors for
Isaac
Hammond.
Mrs. Adelaide
Christmas greens, red berries, a Those attending.
beautifully decorated bride's cake,' a special feature will be the Lowe, Mrs. Martha Senter. Mrs.
Edwin Post and Mrs. Pauline
and silver candelabra.
drawing of the door prize, a seven
Rogers.
Mrs. Small was presented with a cubic foot Kelvinator refrigerator,
This was followed by a jcke
beautiful corsage, and the guests Ticket holders need not be present
Christmas
tree with ' Benny" as
presented the couple with a purse'at the time of the drawing to be
Santa Claus.
of money.
eligible for the prize. The drawing
Those caroling
Mr. and Mrs. Small were married {will be made from the stage with Merchant
Lynne were Beverly
Rogers, Philip
Dec. 24, 1921 by Rev. Walter Mr. McLoon in charge, supported Gray. Jane Perry. Albert Rogers.
Rounds in Rockland
They have by several other Post members.
Robert Molntosh. Dorothy Chris
two children, Elmer who is mar
Ticket sales have been in charge toffersen, Ann Bartlett, Norma
ried and resides in Ash Point; and of a comittee comprised of Com Bridges, Dwight Chamberlain. How
Gerald who lives with his parents. mander Chester Arbo, Adjutant ard Varney. Richard Senter, V.rMr. Small is a successful lobster ( Virginia Blaisdell and Donald L. ginia Barnard, Marion Lindsey,
fisherman and they have lived most Kelsey. Herbert R. Mullen and Betsey Cooper, Gayle Rogers,
of their married life at Ash Point. Vance Nortdn will serve as ticket Frank Bridges, Natalie Post Irene
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. sellers at the dance while Augustus Anderson,
Norman
Hammond
Franc s Richardson, Thelma Her Huntley will be in charge of the Richard Ludwig, Fred George,
rick, Mrs. Alma Wincapaw, Mr. ticket takers at the doors A cloak Ela ne Christoffersen, Dr. Iajwc,
and Mrs. Edward Sterns, Mr. and room will be operated by Carl Nel Miles and Ginny ISawyer.
iMrs. Raymond Small of Rockland; son, Ed Newhall and Rov Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Godfrey of ,
refreshment booth will come Captain George W. Gray ai rived
Spruce Head, Hertoeit Montgomery, Un[jcr the management of Jack i from New York to spend the
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Dyer and wood.
| Christmas holidays with his wife,
daughter Bonnie, Mr. and Mrs. . Thg fjan£.e opens at 9 o’clock and on Lindsey street, returning to
David Mann, Mrs. Ethel Whalen, continues until 1 a. m.
iNtw York Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Fester,
Mrs. Annabel Stone, and son Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Small,
Gerald Small, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Lewis, Mrs. Effie Dyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Fredette and Mrs. Inez
Dyer of Owls Head.
N/
& h@ ty
4
DONNELL-MILLER
Friday night. Dec. 20, at 8. Miss
Marjorie Helen Miller daughter o'.
Mr. and Mr-. Lemuel S. Miller of
Cushing, became the bride cf Phil'p
Alton Donnei’, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard C. Donnell of Cherryfield.
The couple were united in mar- IW;
riage by Re". Herbert Wheeler using
the single :h.g service at tve heme yj.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Mcore in , t®’
Cherryfield They were attended J
by Mr. and Mrs. Moore,
The bride wore a light blue wool
suit, brown accessories w.th a dark .
pink cainat.m corsage. The brides.1/ >/v
maid were a black crepe dress,
black accessories with a pink car- 1
nation corsage.
(/’><<>/ I / i> n,ls
For the reception there was a
large wedding cake made by Mrs.
(i mul 11 < ill I h
Foster Willey, aur.t of the groom,
sandw ches and coffee.
Thc guests included Mr. and Mrs.
(!<>ml (Hirer
Foster Willey. Mr. and Mrs. How
ard Willey, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
BE WI I'll 'i or IN
Donnell, Mr. and Mrs. John Mcore,
Mrs. Laura Guptill and Misses
Marie and. Judith Willey, all of
THE COMING YEAR
Cherryfield. The bride's parents
were unable to attend.
The couple will make their home
with the groom’s parents this Win
ter.

SEIVTER^
CRANE'S

'•als

oPBMro,
ft

SAYS

here’ll be a
delay on your Long
Distance call
T

SI

Lots of Long Distance calls go through as quickly as
ever these days. But if there’s going to be a considerable
deliy on your call, the operator will try to specify just
bow long it will be and she'll do everything possible to
put your call through within that time. If there's anything
new to report, the'll call you promptly.

s

5 Of

It will help then, if you'll not try to contact the operator
between times about the progress of your call. This only
puts a burden on already crowded circuits and slows
down calling for everyone.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & ThlGRAFH COMFANY

-wi

\VE1». and THURS.
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NEW DUSTING PAPER

MAKES FURNITURE GLEAM
Picks up dust, whisks away
smudges, leaves no lint—and

your hands stay clean!

Charles E. Bicknell II
Norfolk Paint and Varnish
Hardware, Sporting Goods,
Household Appliances

MAIN ST,
TEL.

ROCKLAND
13&2-M

Rocl<lan3 Cour’er-GazeHe, Tuesday, December 31.
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Win State 4-H

Owl’s Head Sketches

Championships

Educational Club

Wherein (Jne Reads Ol Ihe
Early Ancestors of
George Emery

Is Prepared For Busy Year

(By Marlon M. Springer)

The Woman’s Educational Club,
which has as its aims ’Shar ng
study, sociability and service ’ anc
as its motto "Christa n Edu?ation
is the hope of the world” embajjt
on a new season with the meeting
of Jan 17. Its officers are:

Martha Lord wife of Richard
Chick, was born October 14 1679.
6he was a daughter of Nathan and
Maltha (Tozier) lord. Nathan
I,ord (b. abt, 1657) m. Mov. 22 1078
Martha Tozier. He was a son of
Nathan lord and Judith Conley.
Nathan Lord, Sr. is thought to
liave come from the County of
Kent, England, with Abraham Con
ley, whose daughter Judith was his
first wife. Nathan Lord died about
1690 aged about 87 years. He was
a prominent man and held many
civil offices.
Martha Tozier was a daughter
of R chard Tozier and Judith Smith.
They were married in Bostcn
July 3, 1656 He was taxed at Cocheco (Dover) N. H. in 1850. That
same year he hud a grant cf land
at Newichawannock.
He lived
near Salmon Falls and was killed
by Indians Oct. 16, 1675. his wife
d ed before June 18 1683.
Noah of Kittery, and Ins wife,
Elizabeth Chick were the paternal
grandparents of George Emery cf
O-wl's Head Neck while Zachariah
Emery, a younger brother of Noah,
and iiis wile Anne Hodsdon were
Ii s maternal grandparents.
Zachariah Emery
was born
March-12, 1704 The Hodsdon, or
Hodgdon, family ibelonged to Kit
tery and Dover. Nicholas Hods
don was in Hingham (Mass.) in
1636. He marr.ed 1st Esther Wines
who died Nov. 20, 1647. He moved
to Watertown (Mass.) where he
was living in 1653. Soon after he
lie moved to Kittery, where he first
appears on record in 1655. His
second wife was El zabeth. Some
ttiiuk stie was tiie daughter of John
Winchell. Nicholas Hodgdon lived
>a short time at Quamphegan and
later near Birch Point Brock in
Berw.ck.
A Nicholas Hodsdon was killed by
Indians in Wells in 1704. His wife
Elizabeth was liv.ng in 1686. Nicho
las Wodsdcr and his wife Esther
were the parents of Israel Hodsdon
(b. July 19. 1646i who married Ann,
the daughter of Miles and Ann
Thompson.

With Season’s Programs
Arranged

Harvard Holinquiit

William Annis

La Roy Savay

N recognition of their outstanding 4-H records in 1946 Dulry Foods
Demonstrations, Farm Safety, Home Grounds Beautification, Meat
Animal and Soil Conservation activities, seven Maine club members

I

will receive state awards.
records follow:

The winners and brief outlines of their

Then he corrected the hazards tn
prevent further accidents and
fires. La Roy and state co-winner
Richard Ingraham each receives
a $25.00 U. S. Savings Bond pro
vided by General Motors.
Edwin Bumpus, 16, of Bethel,
receives a 17-jewel gold watch
provided by Thomas E. Wilson,
Chicago, for having the highest
rating state record in the 1946
National 4-H Meat Animal award
program. His five-year record iu
4-H work shows that he handled
two baby beeves. He won many
placings on his meat animal ex
hibits, and In judging contests.
Edwin’s estimated income from
all 4-H projects is $945.00. He
attributes his success on bis baby
beef project to keeping high qual
ity animals, practicing good care,
providing sufficient light, feeding
balanced rations, good showman
ship and marketing. He assists
fellow membt-rs with their live
stock problems, takes an active
part in club activities and serves
as assislant leader of his local
club.
Maine winners ln the 1946
Dairy Foods Demonstrations are
(individual) Helen Appleby, 14,
of West Paris, and (team) Janet
Richardson. 15 and Jane Mitchell,
16, both of Dover Foxcroft. Each
receives a $50.00 U. S. Savings
Bond provid»‘d by the Kraft Foods
Co. Helen demonstrated “A
Baby’s Menu”, and the team’s
demonstration was titled “But
ter”. Their demonstrations were
given before audiences totaling
465 people.

William Annis, 17, of West
Rockport, was named a state win
ner in the Firestone 4-H Soil
Conservation Activity.
During
eight, years as a 4-H’er, William
has increased pasture production
by liming, fertilizing and seeding
♦o desirable pasture mixtures. He
has planned a balanced crop rota
tion and protected woods from
livestock. Steps have been taken
to prevent gully formation on his
furm. William served as a leader
of his local club for two years
and was active in community,
school and 4-H activities. Wil
liam and three state co-winners
each receives a $50.00 U. S. Sav
ings Bond.
Harvard Holmquist, 17, of
Stockholm, wins state honors in
the 1946 National 4-H Home
Grounds Beautification Activity.
His reward is a 17-jewel gold
watch provided by Mrs. Charles
It. Walgreen, Chicago. Among
Ii i s home-landscaping achieve
ments during six years of club
work ure developing a wellgrassed lawn, planting a cedar
beside tlie garage and transplant
ing lilac hushes. He helped his
father tear down an old barn,
clean up the wreckage, and build
a potato cellar.
La Roy Sevey, of Dexter, was
nanied state winner in Ihe 4-H
Farm Safety Activity. His achieve
ments in safety work include
making a complete survey of
house and grounds to determine
defective equipment, machinery,
floors .chimneys, steps and fences.

Wh le there is some question as to
whether Elizabeth Frost was bern
in 1640 or 1646. certain it is that
she was living there when the town
of Kittery was incorporated. Four
1 fe spans, and we are back in “Old
littery.

wife Ann, was born in 1635, as a
deposition shows. Miles Thompson
was living in 17012, and his Wife in
1717.
The estate of Israel Hodsdon was
administered in 1696. His widow,
Ann Thompson Hcdsdon, married
Robert Evan of Dover.
Israel
Hodsdon left a young son, Israel,
,
...
. . _
...
who probably went to Dover with
Miles Thompson is ment oned in
his mother. He married Ann Win-

“For the glory of the present.
Is to make ihe future free.

we i°”e our land f>r what she ts,
And what she Is ‘to be!
so it’s home again and home again,
trpnrlpq fr>r PIP1

My heart 1s turning home again.
the court records cf Boston, May
gate ib. Feib. 18, 1667) the daughter And there I long to be
In the Land of Youth and Freedom.
27. 1643.
‘ Miles Thompson, car
of John and Mary (Nutter) Win- Beyond the ocean bars
penter," was living on tlie first lot
will
wae
air
full
sunlight.
gate.
Israel Hodsdon’s »iu was Where
And thethe
flag
ls is
fuU
ef of
atjips
north of Thompson’s Brook in
probated in 1750. Ann Hodsdon.
Marion MacG. Springer,
BiUth Berwick in 1655, and had a

who married Zachariah Emery was
land grant there July 15, 1656. H s the youngest ch Id of Israel and
Ann (Wingate) Hodsdon. She was
born about 1711.

(The End)
____________
__

GLEN COVE

I

Man is the product of his ancestors. George Emery is a link in
the chain connecting the youngest town in Marne, Owls Head,
with the oldest town. Of the 12
great-great-grandparents of George
Emery. 11 (the family name of

Mrs. Charles E. Gregory was
guest Friday of Mrs. Anna Brazier
of Owls Head who gave a party
for Mrs. Marion Lindsey, Mrs.
Louise Ingraham. Mrs. Sadie Esterbrook of Gardiner and Mrs. Ann
Lee.

Elizabeth, the wife of James Emand Mrs
Leonard Cousens
ery is not known) were mem- entertalned Tuesday night at a
bers of families living in Kit- Chrlsimas family party.
tery by 1668. Of these forebears
of George Emery-Thomas Spencer.
** and Mrs
Hert>ert Waldron
William Chadbome, Nathan Lord. had as holiday Sues, Andrew DunAbraham Conley, Anthony Emery. bar °f Roc5tP°rt

Nicholas Frost, and James Emery
signed the ’•Submission” to to Massachusetts in 1652. Some of these
were living with their families in
the Plantat, on of Piscataqua when
.t was incorporated. Oct. 20 1647,
as the town of Kittery.
A generation is only 20 years, but

and Mrs. Ferry R.ch went
Saturday to Detroit to spend the
holidays with their son and daugh^erMr. and Mrs Reynold Tibbetts
entertained on Christmas Day. Mr.
and Mrs. Leander Welt and son
Donald of Rockport.

President—Emilia Bradstreet.
Vice Presidents
Di. hila Piths

Tu<*$3ay-FrfdaV

1946

T,V*XPM

and the Revolutionary War. by May
GLENMERE
JI
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Harper
Add less Facts and Fancies of
and children. Gary and Raymond,
Maine b.y fte\ Vaughn Overman
Book Review Hilma Bradstreet. were uoiu’ay guests ol Mr Harper's
Box lunch at 6 p. in.
grandmother, Mrs. E C. Harper in
Evening, 7 p. m. — Gentlemen
Rockland.
guests cordially invited.
Music—Solos by Barbara Wood
M ss Rosa Teele is in St. George
ward and Net;ie Bird Frost.
to spend the Winter with her r.iece.
Address—Rev. Helen Overman.
Miss Fdith Harris at the home of
Feb. 21. 3 p. m.-Bus ne‘.s and re- Mis§ Leola RoCinson
ports; Club Papers, Early Settle- .
ment of Maine, by Helen Gregory: j Mr. and Mrs. David Ervine were
Early Government of Maine, by guests Christmas Day of Mr. and
Caroline Sleeper; Book review, by Mrs. Montford Hupper in Martins
1 enore Benin r Savage
Gen' leinen ville.
Evening, 7 p. in.

home lrom Uxe Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Byron Davis was guest, the past
week of his duughter, Mrs. Cluiuncey Keene, Rockland.
Rev. John T. Holman of Port
Clyde supplied Sunday night at the
Ridge Church in the absence of
Rev. John L. Sawyer.
A. W. Hooper spent the holiday
with his brother, Fred Hooper in
Martinsville.

Rubber Thread Clothing
Needs Careful Wathing

Roduev Siinnioiw has returned
guests cordially invited.
Wash clothing made of rubber
Music Duos bv Natalie Snow and
thxead, such as foundation gar
Hazel
Woodward, Ruth Ko ers,
LaWrv
brook, Book review by Ruth Rog- ments and suspenders, with mild
Caro.ine Sleeper
Guest speaker Dr. John Smith ers.
soap and warm water. Handle
Secretary—Eula Gerrish.
Lowe, topic, "Understanding RusEvening, 7 p. m. — Gentlemen
Associates — Marguerite, Go Id sia." Frank A W.nslow, to be an- guests cordially invited; music by gently and stretch as little as pos
nounced.
the Glee Club under the direction of sible when wet. Rinse several times.
Mabel Harding, Anna Brazier.
Dry in a cool, airy place away from
March 21, 3 p. m.—Business and Ruth Sanborn.
Guest speaker, stoves, radiators, or sunlight. If any
Treasurer—Cora Haraden.
reports
I President Kenneth C M. Silts of
Auditor—Zaida Winslow
garments must be ironed, keep the
Cluli palters—M ) ine as an Agri-, Bowdoin College
iron only moderately warm, and use
COMMITTEE ON CLUB STl l)Y cultural State, by Marion I indsey
Mav 16, 3 p. m.—Annual report it
as little as possible.
of Maine
D-.ec inert of tiie Lumbering In and election of officers; Club papers;
dry a girdle quickly, roll it in
Chairman—Hazel Woodward.
dustry. by Mrs. Austin Tibbetts; De Scenic Beauties of Maine, by Jennie a To
dry
cloth and fold over lengthwise
velopment of the Fishing Industry, Feyler; Life of Dr. Mary Cushman;
Assistant—-Helen Overman.
so the garters will not cut the gar
by
Clara
Emery;
Maine
as
a
Sum

by
Ruth
Rogers.
Music Committee—Bertha McIn
Book Review
Bv Hazel Wood- mer resort, by Anna Brazier; Na ment. Unroll and hang to dry.
tosh, Mabel Ho br< ok
Repair breaks with a patch or
tural Resources and their Protection
Refreshment Committee — Mary ward.
darn as soon as possible. Be care
Evening,
7
p.
ill.
Gentkmen
by
Jessie
Robbins.
Butler, Ada Hewiit, Louise Ingra
Evening, 7 p. m. — Gentlemen ful not to cut the rubber thread
Music,
guests cordially invited
ham
guests
cordially invited; music. with the needle. Do not use fine
Frank Young and his pupils.
Critic—Jessie Robbins
Guest speaker—Lendon E Chr s- High School prize speakers under thread, because that is likely to cut
tie. Superintendent of the Camden the direction of Allston Smith. The the rubber. Allow three-fourths of an
The seasons programs follow:
Mary Perry Rich Educational Club inch margin of mend around the
Schools.
"New Trends in Educa- Scholarshp Fund was established spot you are mending.
January 17—Universal’st Vestry. Topic
3p m.. Patriotic Devotions, Reports, lion.”
in 1946 through tlie generosity of J.
Appli ation and Acceptance of New
April 18, 3 p. in.—Business and re- Fiank Rich and Perry Rich, who To prevent fires, rubbish should
Members.
ports; History of Educa ion in Ma ne added substantially to the Ednca-%
removed regularly from the
Business Spee:a] recognition of py ppiu GerrLsli; Lighthouses of tional Club fluid. This is an open
India is combatting a vast fotxi
all living charter members.
Maine, by Hazel Woodward; Per- fund and tlie purpose of tlie club is house, particularly from cellars,
to
add
to
it
each
year.
I
attics,
closets
and
garages.
( urrenf Events Papers Maine soilages of Maine, by Mabel Holblack market.

ALTERATION
STARTS

1
|
.
Rl
.THURSDAY
J 1 R B J R J
LA

THURSDAY
9.00 A. 81.

STARTS

h._

9.00 A. 81.

NOTICE: We are closing our store Jan. 6th for ALTERATIONS
Watch for the Opening of One of the Finest Equipped Stores in the State

10t% WMl*
SILK

COATS

WOOL

RAYON
VALUES

VALUE TO $45

TO $19.95

11rl A TS 25c |
jSN[1 SUI TS 20 % off

100% ALL WOOL

SWEATERS
CARDIGANS
SLIP-ONS

a life span is usually much longer
Holiday guests at Charles Hares
than that. The life span of Mrs. were Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Sprague

LONG SLEEVES

Clara Maddo ks of Owl’s Head will
carry u.s back over a third of the
distance to Old K.ttery. She was
a “child of three’ when her grandfather, George Emery, died in 1846.
George Emery’s father, David

and son. Erwin, Marvin Welt of
Rockport,
and Mr. and
Mrs.
Charles Hare. Jr., of Rockland A
gaily decorated Christmas tree was
a delightful feature of the festlvitjes

SHORT SLEEVES

Emery was at least 11 years of age,
when his great-grandmother, Eliza-

Emp Koehler of Boston passed
holiday with his daughter,

beth Frost Gowan died, after 1733. Mrs

Wood

Miss Adah Hall of Boston was at

BOBILL MARKET
CORNER BROADWAY ANO PLEASANT ST.

FEATURES
CIGARETTES, carton.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.59

the home of her sister. Miss Emily
Hall, for Christmas. A dinner
party at the Hall home was attend
ed by Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall, Mr
and Mrs. Raymond Watts of Rock
land. and Miss Margaret Stevens ol
Chatham. Mass.

PURE LARD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 29c

Know the location of the near
est fire alarm box and the correct

SIRLOIN STEAKS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 55c

way to call the local fire depart
ment.
*

HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. II) 39c

LARGE JUICE ORANGES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . doz 27c
WHITE HOUSE COFFEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib jar 41c

COLLIN’S HULL CORN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

can 14c

Just Look Around And Help Yourself

All Your Needs Are On Our Shelves.

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES
Military discharges, copied and
printed in
sixes suitable
for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school
application
use;
also
pocketbook size*.
Copies made <n any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer

tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.

24 HOUR SERVICE

BoBill’s Market
105-1

Persona living outside Rock
land may aend by registered mall.
Original and copies returned the
next day by same method C.O.D

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs James Prentiss ana
daughter of Pemaquld were guests
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Chase.
Mr. and Mrs, Benjamin Gross
and daughter Betty of Auburn
passed the week-end with his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vanderpool
are visiting friends in Connecticut.
A son, Ernest Jr., was born Dec.
20 io Mr. anti Mrs. Ernest Berce
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Achorn of
Waldoboro were guests last week
end of Mrs. Admins parents Mr.
and Mr.s. Astor Miller.
Miss Dorothy Geele of Wellesley.
Mass., and Miss Florence Geele of
Hartford, Conn., passed the holi
day w.th their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Geele. Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Kennedy of Waldoboro were
guests of Mr. and Mr.s. Geele, also
on Christmas Day.
A. E. Winchenbach, accompan
ied by his nephew' Austin Win
chenbaugh of South Waldoboro,
was at his home here Sunday.
Mrs. Myron Chase and duugh
ter Leita called Monday on her
n ece, Mrs. Eben Wallace in Wal
doboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Turner and
children of South Waldoboro spent
Cliristmas witii Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Chase.

Wool SKIRTS

VALUES TO $7.95

VALUES TO $7 95

Ladies’ SLIPS
VALUES TO $1.98

Ladies’ SUITS
ALL WOOL

VALUES TO $29.75

ALL SALES FINAL
NO CHARGES

NO MEMOS
NO RETURNS
DOORS OPEN 9.00 A. M.

ODDS - ENDS
SCARFS
KID GLOVES
HATS
UNDERWEAR
MITTENS
ETC.

to 52
COME EARLY

RACK
ODDS - ENDS
DRESSES
SKIRTS

BLOUSES
COATS, ETC.

SAVITT’S INC.
“STYLE WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE”
369 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

